
By Richard Walker

R eliable sources available to Ted L. Gunderson,
former FBI senior special agent in charge (ret.)
of the FBI Los Angeles Division, have devel-
oped information concerning a weapon they

say could be used in a terrorist attack against the United
States. 

U.S. law enforcement is aware of this information
and has told Gunderson’s sources they should not make
the information available to the public. 

These sources, however, furnished details to Gun-
derson concerning this weapon prior to the large explo-

sion that occurred in North Korea on Sept. 9, the 56th
anniversary of the founding of North Korea.

The South Korean news agency, Yonhap, citing a
source in China, reported that the explosion occurred in
Yanggang province near the Chinese border at 11 a.m.
on Sept. 9, and the mushroom cloud was 2.1 to 2.5
miles in diameter. The explosion left a crater big enough
to be seen by a satellite.

Patriots, Researchers Meet in LA
to Plan Strategy Against Elite

By Christopher Bollyn

L OS ANGELES, California—A citizens grand
jury has voted to indict high officials in the
U.S. government for complicity in the events
of 9-11 after considering evidence presented
by five researchers. The 6-hour event, “Solving

the 9-11 Crime —A Citizens Grand Jury,” was organized
by Lynn Pentz of 911truthla.us and held at the Bob
Hope Patriotic Hall in Los Angeles during the evening
of Saturday, Oct. 23.

Trade Towers
Rescue Hero Files
9-11 RICO Suit 
Bush & Company Slammed
With Another 9-11 Lawsuit

By Pat Shannan

A nother lawsuit has been filed against top officials
in the Bush administration, accusing them of
complicity in the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks on the
World Trade Center and the Pentagon.

William Rodriguez, a former maintenance worker at
the World Trade Center, has filed suit in a Philadelphia
federal court naming George Bush, Dick Cheney, Donald
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Above, William Rodriguez, president of the Hispanic Vic-
tims Group, board member, 9-11 United Services Group,
holds an advertisement during a press conference
demanding a more transparent government investigation
into the 9-11 terrorist attacks. Rodriguez, who held the
master key for the North Tower of the World Trade Center,
was the last person to escape the building. Prior to its col-
lapse, he saved the lives of many of the tenants and guid-
ed firefighters upstairs.
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THIS WEEK, WE ARE AGAIN FOCUSING
on depleted uranium (DU) as part of our con-
tinuing series on the highly toxic material
defense companies add to U.S. bombs and
tank shells to increase their effectiveness.

DU is something that has been almost
universally ignored in the mainstream media.
When national newspapers actually do report
on it, it seems that their accounts are often
loaded with news bytes from the same people
who make the substance and use it. They tell
the reader that DU has been analyzed and has
been found to be generally safe. Of course, it
is in the self interest of these people to down-
play DU. These individuals could stand trial
for war crimes if the truth came out about its
deadly effects. 

Only independent news media, like Amer-
ican Free Press, have exposed DU for what it is:
a weapon of mass destruction that indiscrim-
inately maims and kills soldiers and civilians
in and around battlefields where DU has been
used. Worse still, there is evidence that DU
will affect the children of those contaminated
with it for generations to come. 

AFP alone continues to focus on DU, as it
is an extremely important issue—yet another
one that has been neglected by the so-called
free press in America. 

On another note, I urge all AFP subscribers
to take advantage of our Christmas gift special
and send as many friends and colleagues six
weeks of AFP for just $5. AFP has been doing
this every year since we started, and it has
helped us grow a little every time. See page 23
for details.

Christopher Petherick
Managing Editor
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IRS Commissioner Mark Everson is
whining about a proposed reduc-
tion of $382 million in funding for
the tax-collecting agency. The cut-
back “would substantially reduce
our ability to hire an additional
4,100 enforcement personnel,” he
said in a letter to Sen. Max Baucus
(D-Mont.), ranking minority mem-
ber of the Finance Committee.
Unless Congress ups the ante, the
IRS will be unable to have an agent
in every taxpayer’s kitchen.

BRAIN SPRAIN
Hundreds of federal bureaucrats are
buying degrees from “diploma
mills” that provide no instruction,
at taxpayers’ expense, according to a
General Accounting Office report.
With this phony, tax-paid degree
hanging in their little cubicles, they
get an automatic increase in the
salary taxpayers pay them.

TAX WHICH RICH?
Democrat John Kerry and running
mate John Edwards want to “tax the
rich” unless it becomes personal.
Last year, billionaire Kerry paid 13.4
percent of admitted income in taxes
and Edwards paid 5.1 percent on
reported income of $434,000. 

BIG BUCKS BOB
Former Senate Majority Leader Bob
Dole (R-Kan.) walks around with
thousands of dollars on his person,
The Wall Street Journal reports. He
stashes a wad of $100 bills in the
breast pocket of his shirt. “I proba-
bly use a credit card four or five
times a year,” Dole said. “I don’t
even have a wallet.”

CRIME SPREE
When the FBI shifted its priorities
to anti-terrorism efforts, investiga-
tions of illegal drugs, organized
crime and white-collar crimes
decreased, the Justice Department
reports. The FBI’s organized crime
and drug program lost 758 agents
to counter-terrorism between 2000
and 2003. The FBI has opened
17,000 fewer cases.

RELIGIOUS RIGHTS UPHELD
Ohio State University has changed
its policy and will allow religious
organizations to exclude those who
oppose their doctrinal and moral
beliefs. The campus chapter of the
Christian Legal Society had filed
suit challenging a policy requiring
groups to admit anyone regardless
of religion, sexual orientation, age,

race or gender. Steven Aden, attor-
ney for the Christian Legal Society,
said it is “delighted and thankful
the university has decided to recog-
nize the First Amendment rights of
its religious organizations.”

JUDGED AT LAST
Chris Temple, former “financial
advisor” who had a bad habit of
pocketing his clients’ investments,
has been sentenced to five years in a
federal prison without the possibil-
ity of parole. This will come as good
news to trusting folks who were
taken in by his hokum. Temple
preyed on patriots he met at rallies
and meetings held by reputable
organizations. He was a close confi-
dant of the notorious Mark Weber,
of Costa Mesa, Calif., who helped
Temple to circulate his attacks on
people who became suspicious
about Temple’s activities.

THOUGHT CRIMES
The Canadian Supreme Court
turned down the appeal of contro-
versial historian Ernst Zundel on
Oct. 29, upholding a lower court’s
refusal to hold a habeas corpus hear-
ing into the detention of Zundel,
who has been held in solitary con-
finement in a Canadian jail on
thought crime charges for 20
months. There is another appeal
scheduled Nov. 23 before the
Federal Court of Appeals in Ottawa.
If the appeal succeeds, Zundel’s
supporters are optimistic his case
will be sent back to square one
before a new judge. Zundel is facing
deportation to Germany. 

INDIANS GIVERS
Leaders of six large Indian tribes
gave more than $66 million to
Washington lobbyists, over the past
few years, but the lobbyists have
done little for the people in the
tribes, according to information
released by the Senate Indian
Affairs Committee.  In one case, the
pair helped elect a majority of a
Saginaw Chippewa tribal council,
which then paid them millions—
including $4.5 million for a data-
base of Michigan voters that could
have been bought for $75,000. “It is
a cesspool of greed,” said Sen.
Byron Dorgan (D-N.D.).

PERSONAL

From the Editor

Great News
for Americans:
IRS Budget Cut

NEWS
YOU MAY

HAVE MISSED

GRAVE MISTAKE
Wealthy preacher Pat Robert-
son says he warned President
Bush before the invasion of
Iraq to prepare the public for
casualties. Bush’s response,
he said, was, “Oh no, we’re
not going to have any casual-
ties.” American war dead now
exceed 1,100.
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“Seemingly undeterred by a probe into whether the AIPAC lobbying
group passed classified information to Israel—an allegation it denies—
the White House has given the organization almost unparalleled access
to top officials, from Bush and Vice President Dick Cheney on down,”
reports Israeli newspaper Haaretz. “Bush addressed the American Israel
Public Affairs Committee, or AIPAC, in May, and declared that it was
‘serving the cause of America.’ Following that, National Security Adviser
Condoleezza Rice, who described AIPAC as ‘a great asset to our country,’
addressed the group on Oct. 25 in Hollywood, Fla., in one of the most
hotly contested battleground states in the Nov. 2 race.”

SPECIAL
NOTICE:

Mike Piper’s latest
book, The High Priests
of War, has been sent
to the printer for another new print-
ing. That’s 21,500 copies printed since
its first edition (including 5,000
copies printed internationally)! For
those of you waiting for delivery,
though, we are temporarily out but
are expecting the book in the next 30
days. We’ll keep you informed about
its status.
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B
y the time readers get this issue of American
Free Press, the 2004 presidential election will
most likely have been concluded and either
President George W. Bush will retake the

White House or a new president will be moving in to
1600 Pennsylvania Ave.

Looking back over the past four years, American Free
Press has taken a lot of flak from some readers who have
objected to our frank and honest reporting about the
current administration and the Republican-controlled
Congress. Their erroneous assumption has always been
that since we reported negatively on Bush, we wanted
Kerry in the White House. Of course, this is false.

On the other hand, we also received a great deal of
heartening encouragement from readers who are gen-
uinely interested in the unvarnished truth, no matter
whose ox gets gored. Their opinion was that we should
stick to our guns no matter what pressure is put on us.
And that outlook is what has guided us to this day.

Since AFP’s founding, this modest Washington-
based newspaper has made a name for itself reporting
candidly and truthfully on this country’s government
whether it’s controlled by Democrats, Libertarians,
Greens, independents or Republicans. Those who read
AFP from the start learned quickly that if they were
looking for a partisan mouthpiece, which parroted the
power elites’ line, then AFP was not for them. 

Over the past four years, AFP has had its ups and
downs as far as subscriptions are concerned. On a bright

note, it appears that we are growing once again. And we
believe this is directly attributable to the fact that we
have never compromised our opinions just for the sake
of selling newspapers. What else would you expect from
a publication named American Free Press? ★

Rumsfeld and others as being complicit in the 9-11
attacks. Rodriguez claims that top officials either planned
the attacks or had foreknowledge of the attacks and per-
mitted them to succeed for the purpose of exploiting a
“New Pearl Harbor” in order to launch wars against
Afghanistan and Iraq. 

The lawsuit—Rodriguez v. Bush, et al., Civil Action No.
04 CV 4952—was filed in the U.S. District Court in
Philadelphia on Oct. 22.

The phrase “new Pearl Harbor” comes from a declara-
tion of principles by the neo-conservative Project for the
New American Century. In it, the neo-cons proposed that
an event is needed to propel American public opinion
toward supporting the overthrow of Saddam Hussein and
U.S. military domination of the Middle East.

“The official story of what actually took place on 9-11
is a lie,” Philip Berg, Rodriguez’s attorney, told Margaret
Atheling Rowe of yuba.net, an Internet news site. “We do
not pretend to have put together a full and definitive
account of how, and by whom, the attacks were carried
out. But information reported in the mainstream media,
and viewed in the light of common sense and the laws of
physics, demonstrates that the official story, examined
closely, is not credible. 

Berg is also the attorney for Ellen Mariani, the wife of
Louis Neil Mariani, who died when United Air Lines
flight 175 was flown into the South Tower of the World
Trade Center on 9-11.

The official story contains an alarming number of
inconsistencies and implausibilities, said Berg. 

On Sept. 11, 2001, Rodriguez, a Puerto Rican-born
maintenance worker at the World Trade Center in
Manhattan, rescued 15 people.

Rodriguez, who had the master key to the North
Tower staircases, unlocked doors and led firefighters up
the stairwell, aiding in the evacuation of hundreds of
additional people who might have otherwise perished.

Rodriguez re-entered the building three times after the
first plane struck, and was the last person to exit the
North Tower alive except for those few survivors later
pulled from the rubble. He survived the collapse of the
North Tower by diving beneath a fire truck to avoid the
avalanche of concrete and steel. After on-site treatment
for his injuries, Rodriguez plunged right back into the res-
cue efforts.  The next morning, Rodriguez returned to the
site to continue to aid in rescue efforts.

Later, Rodriguez became an unofficial spokesman for
survivors and helped in the creation of the World Trade
Center Memorial Fund.

Berg, a former deputy attorney general in Pennsyl-
vania, maintains that many prominent figures in politics,
the military and the mass media consider the official
story of 9-11 to be untrue.

But while the truth is emerging bit by bit, thanks to
anonymous whistleblowers and independent researchers,
“to date no one with the stake in being a senator, a pres-
idential candidate, or a media celebrity has found the
courage to risk being ridiculed as a ‘tinfoil-hat-wearing
conspiracy theorist.’ ”

Berg points out that the only senator who has dared to
publicly question even parts of the official story, Sen.

Mark Dayton (D-Minn.), has received threats ominous
enough to compel him to shut down his Washington
office until after the coming election.

In his interview with yuba.net, Berg continues:

Some facts cannot be denied. Clearly, 9-11 was car-
ried out by more than one person. Therefore, by defini-
tion, there was a conspiracy. What we’re arguing is that
the true conspirators have abused their enormous
power and the trust of the American people to concoct
and to sell to the world a false conspiracy theory, to jus-
tify war and mass murder for economic and political
gain. 

Since the neo-cons, allied with the president, said in
almost so many words that they wished for a new Pearl
Harbor, why dismiss out of hand an allegation that they
used their undeniably sufficient power to actually bring
it about? Why has there been no full and transparent
investigation? Isn’t it shocking that the federal govern-
ment grabbed up all of the physical evidence, and that
no police authority has conducted a true criminal inves-
tigation into 3,000 homicides?

Instead of due process of law, government officials
and the mass media convicted Osama bin Laden, and
had names and photos of his 19 accomplices on the
Internet, literally within hours of the attacks. 

Asked why he decided to bring this controversial law-
suit, Rodriguez said that having survived the World Trade
Center disaster when so many did not, he feels he must
learn the truth of what happened on that day. 

“If what the government has told us about 9-11 is a
lie,” said Rodriguez, “somebody has to take action to
reveal the truth. If suing President Bush is what I have to
do to accomplish that, so be it.” ★
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Continued from Page 1

Top Officials Named in Sept. 11 Conspiracy Suit

According to news sources the huge cloud appeared
over North Korea, followed by a mammoth explosion.

Gunderson’s sources say they believe the bombs in
North Korea may have been fuel air explosions created
by airplanes that spread clouds with diesel fuel followed
by a chemical that ignited the clouds.

Gunderson has information from other sources that
the cloud bomb could have been dispersed from a
plane, possibly a crop dusting plane.

The cloud bomb is made up of diesel fuel, which, at
approximately 3,000 feet, is ignited by flare or a chemi-
cal that is dropped on it.

Gunderson said his sources describe this bomb as a
“poor man’s bomb” because it can be concocted from
household products.

Crop dusters are believed to be an effective means of
dispersing the bomb. A custom built crop duster with a
large Pratt-Whitney engine can carry a much larger load
than many of the under-powered Super Cubs in years
past. One of these planes can carry as much as 500 gal-
lons, or 3,500 lbs. of fuel. A modern global positioning
satellite system onboard the plane could map out the
land being sprayed, taking the guesswork out of the
process. ★

North Korean Explosion
May Have Really Been
New Type of Fuel Bomb
Continued from Page 1
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By Richard Walker

Before handing over the reins of power to Iraqis
at the end of June, Paul Bremer, the former
U.S. administrator, passed resolutions limit-
ing the power of any future government in
Iraq while making certain U.S. corporations

would continue to benefit after his departure. He left in
place what have become known as the “100 Bremer
orders”—laws and decrees covering everything from the
use of car horns to financial incentives for whistleblow-
ers and, most significantly, measures to allow multina-
tional corporations to buy up Iraqi businesses and
banks.

His “orders” not only anticipated the arrival of the
interim government but also ensured there will be major
U.S. government influence in economic sectors even
after an elected Iraqi government takes office in 2005. 

For example, orders 39 and 40 provide for 200 Iraqi
state-owned companies to be privatized and permit 100
percent foreign ownership of businesses and 50 percent
stakes in Iraqi banks. This paves the way for multina-
tional mega-banks such as David Rockefeller’s Chase
Manhattan Bank and Citigroup to move into Iraq and
dominate the financial sector there.

Within those orders are stipulations that Iraqi com-
panies will not have bidding advantages for contracts
over major corporations and that foreign corporations
will be entitled to move all profits out of the country
when they so wish, without being required to invest a
portion in the Iraqi economy. 

Bremer also reduced taxes on corporations by almost
33 percent.

As a means of enforcing his economic decrees,
Bremer used orders 55  and 77 to authorize the U.S.
appointment of inspectors and auditors for five-year
terms to dispense and manage contracts in every Iraqi
ministry.

But the two most controversial laws were those deter-
mining that coalition soldiers and contractors will be
immune from prosecution while U.S. and coalition
forces remain in Iraq. 

In the Bremer package there were of course the silly
orders relating to traffic rules, especially the use of car
horns and the need for drivers to maintain lane disci-
pline. 

As for whistleblowers, Bremer enacted a law that will
never be implemented in the United States, namely that
a whistleblower should be rewarded with 25 percent of
recoverable assets. For example, if an Iraqi government
employee blows the whistle on a contract scam amount-
ing to $50 million and, as a result of that information
$25 million is recovered, the whistleblower will be enti-
tled to the tidy sum of $6.25 million.

Bremer’s actions limited the sovereignty of the inter-
im government and sought to enforce rules on a future
elected government. That was of such concern to the
British attorney general that he privately wrote to British
Prime Minister Tony Blair, warning that Bremer’s orders
could be deemed illegal under international law. In par-
ticular, the attorney general cited the Hague Convention,
which forbids occupiers to impose laws on the occupied.

IRAQI DEBT SCAVENGERS
A little-known organization of wealthy elites, the

Paris Club, met in the French capital in October to dis-
cuss Iraq’s enormous debts and in particular arrears on
debts owing to the club’s members (creditors)—some
arrears dating back to the mid 1980s.

The club, established in 1956, has no international
legal status but has a powerful influence. It lists among
its members, creditors from the United States, Germany,
France, Japan, Italy and the Russian Federation, and
meets once a month, always in Paris.

The majority of club members said they favored a
three-year repayment of $21 billion, most of which
would go to France, Germany and Russia. 

Earlier this year, President George W. Bush sent James
Baker, the former secretary of state under President
George H.W. Bush, as his “debt evangelist” to sell the
concept of debt forgiveness to the international commu-
nity.

All the talk of debt forgiveness panicked the Kuwaitis,
who felt they had the most to lose in the longer term if
Iraq did not pay up. 

Sensing Kuwait’s despair, two major U.S. firms, the
Carlyle Group, which lists Baker as one of its prominent
board members, and the Albright Group, headed by
Madeline Albright, secretary of state under Bill Clinton,
formed a consortium and approached the Kuwaitis with
a solution to recoup the billions owed to them.

The deal offered by the consortium was that it would
use its considerable influence to ensure Iraq honored its
debts, even if that meant repayment over a 15-year cycle.
The payments would be channeled through a founda-
tion run by the consortium. In return for its services, the
consortium would impose a 5 percent handling charge
—not small change, considering the huge sums the UN
admits are owed to Kuwait.

Presumably, should Bush be re-elected, the consor-
tium will seek to persuade him that Kuwait, more than
any other creditor, is entitled to reparations for Saddam’s
invasion, and the debt should be paid out of future Iraqi
oil profits. ★

Iraq Occupiers’ ‘100 Orders’
Undermine Hopes for Free Iraq

Feasting on the Carcass that Was Iraq

Kuwaiti Prime Minister Sheikh Sabah al-Ahmad al-Sabah (front right) bids farewell to his Iraqi counterpart
Iyad Allawi (left) who concluded a historical three-day visit to Kuwait in August 2004. Ties between the two
neighboring Arab states were resumed for the first time since Iraq's invasion of the gulf emirate in August
1990. Kuwait has the assurances of the wealthy elites that the debt owed it will be paid. Among the elites
are creditors from the United States, Germany, France, Japan, Italy and the Russian Federation.

PAUL BREMER
His “100 orders” may be illegal under international law.
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These two phenomenal films disclose that everything the FBI,
CIA, NSA and America’s managed media have “sold us” about
9-11 is an absolute lie. The 9-11 atrocity was an “inside job.”
The Twin Towers of Building 7 of the World Trade Center were imploded . . . and not

by Arabs. The American Illuminati fully intends to “STRIKE AGAIN” as they did in 1993 and
2001. Their goal is to plunge a dagger into the heart of our Constitution and our Bill of Rights.
American Free Press, Jim Marrs & Carol Brouillet agree an alliance of the legitimate left and right
against the Council on Foreign Relations “politically correct” center is needed. We can’t win by
talking to ourselves. These two films are made to convince “the other side” that our enemy is “the
same.” and operates through the banking institutions for a New World Order.

Send $29.95 plus $6.95 S&H for either the DOUBLE DVD or DOUBLE
VHS video package to: AFP, P.O. Box 524, Cumberland, MD 21501. 

Charge to your credit card by
calling: 1-888-838-7311

24 hours a day /7 days a week
or you may call:

1-800-592-4861 direct.

You can order these blockbuster films here!

WARNING! They’re About to Do it AGAIN!
Anthony J. Hilder’s Gripping New Revelation:

9-11: The
Greatest

Lie Ever Sold
PLUS Eric Hufschmid’s

“Painful Deceptions”
These 2 power-packed full-length pictures

pull the cover off the COVER-UP of Bush’s legacy
of lies “sold to us—as the truth.”

★ Both for only $29.95 ★
(Offer good until Christmas.)

Eric Hufschmid’s

Painful
Deceptions

Eric Hufschmid’s

Painful
Deceptions

Please send me ____ sets of 9-11:The Greatest Lie Ever Sold and Eric
Hufschmid’s Painful Deceptions for just $29.95 PLUS $6.95 S&H each
set. (Free 20-page 9-11 report with every order.)   CIRCLE ONE: DVD    VHS 

PAYMENT: ❏ Check/MO   ❏ Credit Card         I ENCLOSE: $ ________

CARD # ________________________________________________ EXPIRES: ___________

NAME ______________________________________________________________________

ADDRESS ___________________________________________________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP ______________________________________________________________

Return with payment to AFP, P.O. Box 524, Cumberland, MD 21501 or
call 1-800-592-4861 to charge your order to your credit card.

One copy FREE with every
order: AFP’s 50 Unanswered

Questions About 9-11

These videos are gaining
world-wide attention from

some very interesting people!
“It’s the most important documentary I have

ever seen. There’s no wiggle
room! —DICK GREGORY, famed
social activist.

“Saw your video. It scares the
Hell out of me.” —HILLY ROSE,
nationally syndicated talkshow
host.

“These videos make Fahrenheit 9-
11 look like The Muppet Movie.” —CHRIS

EVERARD, Enigma TV, France.

“It’s the best and most informative documen-
tary Hilder’s ever made. This film will wake up
the world.” —RAY BORDERS, Las Vegas, Nevada.

“I have never seen a film more shocking, more
revealing, or more powerful. It tells it like it is!
I hope every American will order it, so they will
be aware of the truth behind the Shadow Gov-
ernment—or should I say—the truth that
exposes the real Satanic movement in our
country. This goes to the Belly of the Beast—
666. Wake up America!” —TED L. GUNDERSON,
FBI Senior Special Agent in Charge (Ret.) Los
Angeles, Dallas & Memphis

“Hilderrific!” —Simon Aronowitz, Thought
Crime News.com, London, England.

“9-11: The Greatest Lie Ever Sold breaks through
the American Illuminati’s steel-reinforced con-
crete craniums like a cosmic Bunker-Buster
from outer space! Every time I watch it, I see
something new. That’s the sure sign of a mas-
terpiece!” —DAVID COX, researcher, historian,
Hanford, California.

“Scorching! It’s so hot I thought I burnt my fin-
gers just  taking it out of the box. —DR. MARK

GLOVER, Professor of Forensics, Ventura
College.

“Looking at Hufschmid’s video further con-
vinces me that this was an inside job.”

Makes
Great

Christmas
Gifts!



O
nce again the federal government has
reached its “debt ceiling,” and once again
Congress is poised to authorize an increase
in government borrowing. Between its ever-
growing bureaucracies, expanding entitle-

ments and overseas military entanglements, the federal
government is borrowing roughly $1 billion every day to
pay its bills.

Federal law limits the amount of debt the U.S. Treasury
may carry, and the current amount, a whopping
$7.4 trillion, has been reached once again by a
spendthrift federal government. Total federal spend-
ing, which now exceeds $2 trillion annually, once took
more than 100 years to double. Today it doubles in
less than a decade, and the rate is accelerating. 

When President Reagan entered office in
1981, facing a federal debt of $1 trillion that
had piled up over the decades, he declared that
figure “incomprehensible.” At its present rate of
spending, the federal government will soon
amass $1 trillion of new debt in just one year.

Government debt carries absolutely no stig-
ma for politicians in Washington. The original
idea behind the debt limit law was to shine a
light on government spending, by forcing law-
makers to vote publicly for debt increases. Over time, how-
ever, the increases have become so commonplace that the
media scarcely reports them, and there are no political con-
sequences for those who vote for more red ink. It’s far more
risky for politicians to vote against special interest spending.

Since 1969, the federal government has spent more that
it received in revenues every year. Even supposed single-year
surpluses never existed, but were merely an accounting trick
based on stealing IOUs from the imaginary Social Security
trust fund. Remember that the total federal debt continued

to rise rapidly even during the claimed surplus years. Since
Congress is incapable of spending only what the Treasury
takes in, it must borrow money. Unlike ordinary debts,
however, government debts are not repaid by those who
spend the money—they’re repaid by you and future gener-
ations.

The federal government issues U.S. Treasury bonds to
finance its deficit spending. The largest holders of those
Treasury notes, our largest creditors, are foreign govern-
ments and foreign individuals. Asian central banks and
investors in particular, especially China, have been happy to
buy U.S. dollars over the past decade. But foreign govern-
ments will not prop up our spending habits forever.
Already, Asian central banks are favoring euro-denominated
assets over U.S. dollars, reflecting their belief that the

American economy is headed for trouble. It’s akin to a cred-
it-card company cutting off a borrower who has exceeded
his credit limit one too many times.

Debt destroys U.S. sovereignty, because the American
economy now depends on the actions of foreign govern-
ments. While we brag about our role as world superpower
in international affairs, we are in truth the world’s greatest
debtor. Like all debtors, we are not truly free. China and
other foreign government creditors could in essence wage

economic war against us simply by dumping their huge
holdings of U.S. dollars, driving the value of those
dollars sharply downward and severely damaging
our economy. 

Desmond Lachman, an economist at the
American Enterprise Institute, states that foreign
central banks “now have considerable ability to
disrupt U.S. financial markets by simply deciding
to refrain from buying further U.S. government

paper.” 
Former Treasury Secretary Lawrence Summers

warns about “a kind of global balance of financial ter-
ror,” noting our dependency on “the discretionary
acts of what are inevitably political entities in other
countries.”
Ultimately, debt is slavery. Every dollar the federal

government borrows makes us less secure as a nation, by
making America beholden to interests outside our borders.
So when you hear a politician saying America will do
“whatever it takes” to fight terrorism or rebuild Iraq or end
poverty or provide health care for all, what they really mean
is they are willing to sink America even deeper into debt. 

We’re told that foreign wars and expanded entitlements
will somehow make America more secure, but insolvency is
hardly the foundation for security. 

Only when we stop trying to remake the world in our
image, and reject the entitlement state at home, will we
begin to create a more secure America that is not a financial
slave to foreign creditors. ★

See more from Rep. Paul on his web site:
www.ronpaul.org

Greatest Threat to U.S. Isn’t Terrorism
Conservative Congressman Blasts Free Spending of Taxpayer Money
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British Sovereigns
0.2354 troy oz. gold at 10% over melt

Advantages of owning GOLD coins
and other tangible assets: 

• Privacy • Portability • Liquidity
• Security • Beauty • Historical
• Return-on-Investment Potential

STANFORD COINS & BULLION, INC. 

1-800-627-3015

Have You Included AFP in Your Will or Trust?
As a reader of American Free Press, you know how important it is that we reach other Americans with the truth. What on Earth is

more important than working for Liberty under the Constitution? Thinking of AFP in your will or trust is an excellent way to see that
our work—and your legacy—for freedom continues. Write to AFP for full information on how you can continue supporting AFP and
the ideals upon which this nation was founded after you pass. Address:

Development Director, American Free Press, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Suite 100, Washington, D.C. 20003

IRS BUGGING YOU?  WE CAN HELP!
Tax Advisory Service — Over 30 Years Experience

Help With Tax Audits, Collections and Hearings
Patriotnetwork.info  •  Robert Clarkson   •   864-225-3061
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shortages, only the unin-
formed will get sick this year.
But now you have the knowl-
edge that could save your life!
Lock in your supply of
granny’s Chicken Soup Cold
Capsules now- before it’s too
late.  It’s a free trial offer
that’s 100% guaranteed…

100% Satisfaction Money-
Back Guarantee

If you’re not 100% delight-
ed with your free trial offer
of granny’s Chicken Soup
Cold Capsules, for whatever
reason, let us know.  Just
return the unused portion at any time up to 90 days after
receipt and we’ll promptly refund 100% of the purchase
price.  No hassles, no questions–just Total Customer
Satisfaction.  

Act now.  Just call our toll-free order line at 1-800-965-
8977 or simply fill out and return the order form below.

Call Toll-Free 1-800-965-8977

Risk-Free Trial Offer Discount Order Form
Order Today to Start Getting Superman Immunity

To Fight Colds & Flu- Immediately!
✔ YES! I can’t wait to boost my immunity against
infectious diseases of all kinds- specially colds and
flu!  I want to try All Natural Chicken Soup Cold
Capsules- the Ultimate Cold Pill- TOTALLY RISK-
FREE for 90 days.  The only cold pill that’s equal to
15 bowls of granny’s chicken soup and is immediately
assimilated by the body.

CHOOSE YOUR SUPPLY: Comes in a pure white
bottle with a tamper-proof seal for freshness and qual-
ity assurance.

One-Month (30 Day Supply)  . . . . . . . . . .$39.95

Two-Month (60 Day Supply) . . . . . . . . . .$74.95
YOU SAVE $9.90  NICE!

Four Month (120 Day Supply  . . . . . . . .$139.95
YOU SAVE $34.70  FANTASTIC!

Six-Month (180 Day Supply)  . . . . . . . .$179.95
YOU SAVE $84.50  INCREDIBLE!

($4.95 S&H added per order)  . . . . . . . . . . .$4.95

TOTAL AMOUNT OF ORDER: $______

Charge my Visa  Mastercard AmEx

Account # ___________________________________

Exp.________________________________________

To order by mail send this form with your name and
address with a check or money order to: Space
Direct, Dept. AFP115, 1153 Malabar Rd. NE #8267,
Palm Bay, FL 32907.

Name ______________________________________

Address_____________________________________

City___________________State________Zip______

©Copyright 2004 Space Direct

California and the American Lung Association.
So the healing power of granny’s chicken soup is no

“old wives tale”.
But the most exciting fact I discovered was the nutrients

in chicken soup heal because they give your immune sys-
tem a big boost.  You can fight off a cold or flu virus if
you eat chicken soup.  But there just isn’t enough nutri-
ents in a single bowl of chicken soup to fight off a cold
for more than a few hours.

That’s when I got the idea of taking all the healing
nutrients in a single bowl of chicken soup and multiply-

ing them by a factor of fifteen!
Then I took all that concentrated
healing power and goodness and
put it into a single easy to take
capsule.

Get Superman Immunity
Chicken Soup Cold Capsules

are like kryptonite to colds!  No
cold or flu bug can withstand the
nutritional wallop of 30 bowls of
chicken soup per day.

Once in your body, the exclu-
sive, all natural ingredients in
Chicken Soup Cold Capsules
transform your disease fighting
white blood cells into
vicious,very angry, very hungry

great white sharks- gobbling up and feasting on every
quivering cold germ, flu bug and nasty virus in their
path!  
You’ll start feeling a whole lot better just three hours

after taking your first Chicken Soup Cold Capsule- guar-
anteed!
You’ll finally have the confidence to walk into a germ-

filled hospital.  You won’t have to worry if a stranger
suddenly sneezes right in your face.  And you’ll never
have to worry about shortages of vaccines for infectious
diseases.

Now there’s absolutely no reason for you to get sick
just because you have a weak or even “normal” immune
system. Now, when you feel a cold coming on you can
pull out your big guns- Chicken Soup Cold Capsules.

I’ve been taking Chicken Soup Cold Capsules for over
a year now and I haven’t gotten a single cold, flu virus or
any kind of infectious disease.  I feel great!  So do these
people…

Unsolicited Testimonials
“I’m a care-giver for a paralyzed elderly lady with a
weakened immune system.  I can’t afford to get sick and
infect her.  That’s why, at the first sign of a cold or
cough, I start popping Chicken Soup Cold Capsules.
They’re a  real life-saver and have never failed  me.”
Bridgett Anderson, Palm Bay, FL

“The last time I felt a cold coming on, I started taking
Chicken Soup Cold Capsules.  I zapped that cold in less
than 24 hours and didn’t miss a day of work.  Simply
astonishing stuff!  Thanks for good health and peace of
mind” Mark J. Kapec, Cleveland, OH

“I woke up in the middle of the night last Friday with a
horrible sore throat.  It was really bad!  I took one
Chicken Soup Cold Capsule.  In the morning- Presto!
No sore throat at all.” Lynne Slott, Philadelphia, PA

Mutant viruses are spreading quickly and because of

Dear Friend-

How would you like to be free from the common cold,
flu bugs and viruses forever?

Introducing–All natural Chicken Soup Cold Capsules!
Each capsule contains the cold killing power of an
incredible fifteen bowls of chicken soup.  Take two cap-
sules daily as recommended and you’ll drown every
nasty cold and flu bug that’s invaded your body in the
equivalent of 30 bowls of chicken soup!  Cold bugs and
viruses can’t possibly survive that kind of nutritional
power. Nothing else comes close.

My name is Mike Samonek.  I’m an
inventor.  You can check some of my
patents on the internet at the U.S.
Government’s Patent and Trademark
Office website.

When I see a problem that annoys
me, I become a ferocious grab ‘em by
the throat bulldog and I don’t let go
till I’ve solved it.
And getting infested with a cold bug

really annoys me. That’s why I invent-
ed the ultimate cold pill- All Natural
Chicken Soup Cold Capsules. 

I used to get colds from hell.  Brutal
congestion that kept me up all night.
Hacking coughs that sent people run-
ning in the opposite direction.  A snot-
ty nose that helped make  the kleenex
guys wealthy.  A horrid, throbbing headache so bad I
couldn’t even think.  Body aches from head to toe.  You
know how it is…

Misery so bad I just wanted to scream.  But my throat
was so red and sore I couldn’t!
And the side effects from so-called cold remedies and

antihistamines was nearly as bad as the cold itself.  I’d
get so drowsy I couldn’t drive or function like a halfway
normal person.

The Common Cold Clobbered
Then I remembered granny’s chicken soup.  How when-

ever anybody in the family started to show cold symp-
toms she’d cook up a batch of her heavenly chicken
soup.  We knew that as soon as we ate a bowl of her
soothing chicken soup- chock full of fresh vegetables,
dried mushrooms, herbs, spices and a whole chicken- our
sniffles and congestion would soon be gone.

I knew if I could condense the nutritional goodness and
love that was in granny’s soup and put it in a single cap-
sule- I could defeat one of the greatest miseries of
humankind- the common cold.
And it would be all natural, safe
for people of all ages and com-
pletely free of side effects.  It
would be one of the greatest
inventions of all time.

My bulldog instincts took over.
What I discovered will amaze
you!

Scientific Proof
There is powerful medicine in

chicken soup!
Chemical analysis of chicken

soup revealed the vitamins, min-
erals, proteins and amino acids
in chicken soup had great heal-
ing power.  Pulmonary specialists at UCLA Medical
School found the same thing.  So did the University of

And they said there wasn’t a cure for the common cold…

The Ultimate Cold & Flu Pill
Amazing New Chicken Soup Cold Capsules–

Like Eating 30 Bowls Of Chicken Soup A Day!

“Doctor approved!”

Each Chicken Soup Cold
Capsule is equal to 15
bowls of chicken soup!

The above statements have not been evaluated by the U.S. Food And Drug Administration.  This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure or prevent any disease.

“As an Emergency Physician, I
see a lot of people suffering
from the Common Cold.  If

they would only take the 
simple step of taking some

“Chicken Soup Cold Capsules”
at the first sign of a cold, I

could spend more time with the
real emergencies, like heart

attacks, stabbings or 
gunshot wounds.”
A.L. Rice III, MD



A
mericans should keep a close eye on Congress
during the post-election lame-duck session
starting Nov. 16, because that is when much
mischief is done. It is at such times that con-
gressmen feel immune to political repercus-

sions. The few who have lost their seats in the incumbent-
protecting election system obviously have no fear of voters.
No congressmen will have to confront voters for at least two
years and one-third of senators are safe for four years and
another one-third for six years.

It is at such times that Congress makes much mischief.
A dramatic demonstration of this came in 1994 when

Congress was afraid to approve NAFTA before the voters
spoke. After the election, the lame ducks promptly
approved NAFTA. The results were predictable and swift:

Hundreds of thousands of high-paying factory
jobs moved to Mexico where workers are paid slave
wages and have no expensive benefits such as paid
vacations, health care and pensions. Fleeing facto-
ries are also relieved of the expense of complying
with environmental laws and regulations.

Unfinished business gives congressmen an easy
opportunity to throw more pork into the deficit barrel.
Congress has approved only four of the major
spending bills for fiscal 2005 and has nine more
to go. These huge measures provide virtually
unlimited opportunities for lawmakers to
feast on pork, much of it unknown to their
colleagues who lack the time to read the
bulky bills.

But Americans can act to make con-
gressmen behave, Capitol Hill insiders say.
The weapon of choice is a courteous, but
thoughtful and informed letter, to your
House member and two senators. Tell them
you will be following congressional actions
closely, tracking their votes and looking for
pork. Tell them you have a long memory.

Phone calls are also effective, but less so than let-
ters, they say. The piles of mail a congressman gets each day
is checked carefully by the staff and filed accordingly. It
remains in the office, unlike the fleeting phone call. The
congressman will send a response, even if it is a computer-
generated letter with a believable-looking signature made

possible by modern technology.
The staff will report to their congressman on constituent

views as determined by analyzing the mail. If he is told that
constituents are telling him they are watching his pork votes
and will remember them on Election Day two years later, he
may be more careful.

There have been instances where enough constituent
mail has been known to change the mind of a politician,
especially if he believes his seat is in jeopardy. 

HOLDING FIRM
So far, House Republicans are holding firm in their

determination to keep new border protections in the intel-
ligence reform legislation being negotiated by House and
Senate leaders despite immense pressure from the White
House and, now, the 9-11 commission.

When White House pressure proved futile, leaders of the
9-11 commission were trotted out. In a joint statement to
reporters on Oct. 25, Chairman Thomas Kean and Vice
Chairman Lee Hamilton told reporters:

“We are at a crossroads” and when the commission
released its book-length report in July, they said, “we noted

that if the government does not act on our recommenda-
tions and if there were another attack, the American people
would quickly fix responsibility for a failure. There is very
little time left in this Congress to act.”

Congressional leaders had hoped to pass intelligence
reform before the election but admitted Oct. 27 that time
had run out. Speaker Dennis Hastert (R-Ill.) had promised

congressmen three days to study compromise legisla-
tion before being called back to Washington for one
day to vote final approval.

Conferees will still try to hammer out a com-
promise before the lame-duck session begins in

hopes that it can be quickly passed.
The House legislation, in addition to enhanced

border control, would require people to prove their cit-
izenship or legal residency before obtaining a drivers

license. Of the 19 hijackers of 9-11, 18 had illegally
obtained drivers licenses that allow them to travel freely

and attend flight school.
But part of the legislation also designs new federal stan-

dards for drivers licenses that would require states to com-
ply with certain regulations for “identification cards,” which
civil libertarians view as Big Brother flexing his muscles. The
ID cards or license must be tamper-proof and “capable of
accommodating a digital photograph or other unique iden-
tifier.” This they see as a “national identification card” rem-
iniscent of totalitarian governments.

Also, regarding border security, House Republicans
inserted a provision that would allow the Homeland

Security secretary to waive any federal law interfering with
construction of a 14-mile fence along California’s border
with Mexico.

Democrats and environmentalists have objected to the
wall, saying it could harm critical habitat. The measure,
sponsored by California Republicans Doug Ose and David
Dreier, would allow completion of the fence along a crucial
stretch of the San Diego-Tijuana border. 

Turf warfare is another major sticking point on intelli-
gence reform. 

About 80 percent of the nation’s overall intelligence
budget is for agencies under the Defense Department. 

The House version of the reform bill would keep control
of such agencies’ budgets in the hands of the defense secre-
tary. The Senate version would give the new national intel-
ligence director a significant amount of control.

The Pentagon is fighting for its turf. The chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of Staff, Gen. Richard Myers (USAF), wrote
Congress, asking that “critical provisions be preserved” in
the House version of the bill which keeps the military’s
intelligence budget under the control of the Pentagon.

This is an important issue that voters have watched close-
ly. Unfortunately, it may have to be resolved in the lame
duck session. ★

Keep a Close Eye
On this Congress

After elections, lame ducks poised to cause much harm to America
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Spotlight on Congress

Contact the U.S. Capitol switchboard at 202-224-3121 or toll free 1-
800-648-3516. Call and ask for your lawmaker’s office. Write your repre-

sentative in care of the House of Representatives, Washington, D.C.
20515. Write both of your senators in care of the U.S. Senate, Wash-

ington, D.C. 20510. If you wish to check on the status of any legis-
lation, you may call 202-225-1772. To find out more about your

Congressmen, order Congress at Your Fingertips from First
Amendment Books. $18.95. Charge at 1-888-699-6397.

YOUR INFLUENCE COUNTS!
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Black Listed Cancer Treatment Could Save Your Life
Baltimore, MD— As unbeliev-

able as it seems the key to stopping
many cancers has been around for
over 30 years.  Yet it has been
banned. Blocked. And kept out of
your medicine cabinet by the very
agency designed to protect your
health—the FDA. 

In 1966, the senior oncologist at a
prominent New York hospital
rocked the medical world when he
developed a serum that “shrank
cancer tumors in 45 minutes!” 90
minutes later they were gone...
Headlines hit every major paper
around the world. Scientists and
researchers applauded.  Time and
again this life saving treatment
worked miracles, but the FDA
ignored the research and hope he
brought and shut him down.  

You read that right.  He was not
only shut down—but also forced
out of the country where others ben-
efited from his discovery. That was
37 years ago. How many other
treatments have they been allowed
to hide? Just as in the case of Dr.
Burton’s miracle serum these too go
unmentioned. 

Two-Nutrient Cancer 
Breakthrough...
Decades ago, European research

scientist Dr. Johanna Budwig, a six-
time Nobel Award nominee, discov-
ered a totally natural formula that
not only protects against the devel-
opment of cancer, but people all
over the world who have been diag-
nosed with incurable cancer and
sent home to die have actually ben-
efited from her research—and now
lead normal lives. 

After 30 years of study, Dr.
Budwig discovered that the blood of
seriously ill cancer patients was
deficient in certain substances and
nutrients. Yet, healthy blood always
contained these ingredients.  It was
the lack of these nutrients that
allowed cancer cells to grow wild
and out of control.  

By simply eating a combination
of two natural and delicious foods
(found on page 134) not only can
cancer be prevented—but in case

after case it was actually healed!
“Symptoms of cancer, liver dysfunc-
tion, and diabetes  were completely
alleviated.” Remarkably, what Dr.
Budwig discovered was a totally  nat-
ural way for eradicating cancer.

However, when she went to pub-
lish these results so that everyone
could benefit—she was blocked by
manufacturers with heavy finan-
cial stakes! For over 10 years now
her methods have proved effec-
tive—yet she is denied publica-
tion—blocked by the giants who
don’t want you to read her words.

What’s more, the world is full of
expert minds like Dr. Budwig who
have pursued cancer remedies and
come up with remarkable natural
formulas and diets that work for
hundreds and thousands of patients.
How to Fight Cancer & Win author
William Fischer has studied these
methods and revealed their secrets
for you—so that you or someone
you love may be spared the horrors
of conventional cancer treatments.

As early as 1947, Virginia
Livingston, M.D., isolated a cancer-
causing microbe.  She noted that
every cancer sample analyzed
(whether human or other animal)
contained it.

This microbe—a bacteria that is
actually in each of us from birth to
death—multiplies and promotes
cancer when the immune system is
weakened by disease, stress, or poor
nutrition.  Worst of all, the microbes
secrete a special hormone protector
that short-circuits our body’s
immune system—allowing the
microbes to grow undetected for
years. No wonder so many patients
are riddled with cancer by the time
it is detected.   But there is hope
even for them...

Turn to page 82 of How to Fight
Cancer & Win for the delicious diet
that can help stop the formation of
cancer cells and shrink tumors.

They walked away from tradi-
tional cancer treatments...and
were healed! Throughout the
pages of How to Fight Cancer &
Win you’ll meet real people who

were diagnosed with cancer—suf-
fered through harsh conventional
treatments—turned their backs on
so called modern medicine—only
to be miraculously healed by natu-
ral means! Here is just a sampling
of what others have to say about
the book.

“We purchased How to Fight
Cancer & Win, and immediately my
husband started following the rec-
ommended diet for his just diag-
nosed colon cancer.  He refused the
surgery that our doctors advised.
Since following the regime recom-
mended in the book he has had no
problems at all, cancer-wise. If not
cured, we believe the cancer has to
be in remission.”

—Thelma B.
“I bought How to Fight Cancer &

Win and this has to be the greatest
book I’ve ever read.  I have had
astounding results from the easy to
understand knowledge found in this
book.  My whole life has improved
drastically and I have done so much
for many others. The information
goes far beyond the health thinking
of today.”

—Hugh M.
“I can’t find adequate words to

describe my appreciation of your
work in providing How to Fight
Cancer & Win. You had to do an
enormous amount of research to
bring this vast and most important
knowledge to your readers.

My doctor found two tumors on
my prostate with a high P.S.A.  He
scheduled a time to surgically
remove the prostate, but I canceled
the appointment. Instead I went on
the diet discussed in the book com-
bined with another supplement.
Over the months my P.S.A. has low-
ered until the last reading was one
point two.”

—Duncan M.
“In my 55 years as a Country

Family Physician, I have never
read a more ‘down to earth,’ prac-
tical resume of cancer prevention
and treatments, than in this book.
It needs to be studied worldwide
for the prevention of cancer by all
researchers who are looking for a
cure.”

—Edward S.,MD
“As a cancer patient who has been

battling lymphatic cancer on and off
for almost three years now, I was very
pleased to stumble across How to
Fight Cancer & Win.  The book was
inspiring, well-written and packed
with useful information for any can-
cer patient looking to maximize his or
her chances for recovery.”

—Romany S.
“I’ve been incorporating Dr.

Budwig’s natural remedy into my
diet and have told others about it.
Your book is very informative and
has information I’ve never heard
about before (and I’ve read many
books on the cancer and  nutrition
link). Thanks for the wonderful
information.”

—Molly G.

Don’t waste another minute.
There are only a limited number of
books in stock—and unless order
volume is extraordinarily high we
may not be able to print more life-
saving copies.  Claim your book
today and you will be one of the
lucky few who no longer have to
wait for cures that get pushed
“underground” by big business and
money hungry giants.  

To get your copy of How to Fight
Cancer & Win visit our website at
www.agorahealthbooks.com/afp20 or
call 1-888-821-3609 and ask for
code P6EAC to order by credit
card. Or write “Fight Cancer—
Dept. P6EAC” on  a plain piece of
paper with your name, address,
phone number (in case we have a
question about your order) and
mail it with a check for $19.95 plus
$5.00 shipping to:
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After discussion of the legal and historical basis for
the grand jury, it was decided to enlarge the original
grand jury to 23 in order to comply with California law. 

The grand jury heard five researchers present evi-
dence. They were Webster Tarpley, Barbara Honegger,
Don Paul, Jim Hoffman and this writer. 

Some of the evidence that I presented to the citizens
grand jury had never been seen before.

Nay sayers notwithstanding, after hearing the evi-
dence the jury voted to indict President Bush and other
high officials of a number of charges of complicity in the
9-11 attacks and other offenses related to actions taken
by the administration in their “war on terror.”

The 911truthla.us organization has not yet issued a
press release regarding the votes taken by the citizens
grand jury. 

Having been asked to discuss the evidence from the
Pentagon, I worked with Eric Hufschmid, author of
Painful Questions, to create a five-minute video presenta-
tion with photographs from the Pentagon and World
Trade Center.
MYSTERIES AT THE PENTAGON

Photos were shown from the Pentagon of the exten-
sive decontamination procedures that were carried out
on workers at the site. The full body suits, respirators,
and scrub downs seen at the Pentagon indicate that the
Department of Defense, which supervised the work at
the Pentagon, was aware of the danger of an unusual
contaminant at the site, such as depleted uranium.

I also presented official FEMA photographs from the
Pentagon showing the unexplained presence of pieces of
a small jet engine, roughly three feet in diameter. These
photographs were first published in American Free Press
last year. No one has ever claimed that they are part of a
Boeing 757, the kind of aircraft that supposedly hit the
Pentagon.

While some readers claimed that the small turbine
wheel seen in the photo could have come from the aux-
iliary power unit (APU) in a 757, an engineer with the
Arizona-based manufacturer of the APU, told AFP that
the piece was “no part of an APU.”

The fact that the turbine was found next to insulation
and parts of the housing that match its diameter indi-
cates that it came from a small jet engine of similar size.

This proves that a jet engine with an opening diame-
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Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld is one of many top officials in the Bush administration who were
indicted by a citizens grand jury in California on Oct. 23 for complicity in the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. The
citizens group held a weekend meeting which presented evidence that called into question the official ver-
sion of 9-11. 
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ter of between 3 and 4 feet was found at the Pentagon
crash site. The opening diameter of a 757’s jet engine is
about 9 feet.

When AFP first published photos of these unex-
plained pieces, more than one year ago, the question was
raised whether they could be from an unmanned aerial
vehicle (UAV), such as the Global Hawk:

For those who say a smaller plane or unmanned
drone, such as a Global Hawk, was involved in the
Pentagon attack, identifying the piece in the photo
could prove what kind of aircraft hit the building. 

The Global Hawk is a single-engine drone that uses
a Rolls Royce Allison engine, hand-built in
Indianapolis, Ind. The AE3007H engine has a diameter
of 43.5 inches.

Because the Global Hawk is a surveillance drone, the
engine is contained in a heavily insulated housing,
which makes it extremely quiet. This corresponds with
eyewitness reports. American Free Press asked eyewitness
Steve Riskus, who said he was within 100 feet of the air-
craft, what he heard. He said he did not “recall hearing
anything.” If a 757 or jet fighter flew at high speed 100
feet from an eyewitness, the sound would be deafening.

The fact that no evidence of a Boeing 757 at the
Pentagon crash site has been aired publicly, and the dis-
covery of parts from a much smaller engine, suggest that
what struck the Pentagon may not have been a 757.
DU MISSILES AT THE WTC?

With no evidence of a Boeing 757 hitting the
Pentagon available to the public, some 9-11 researchers
claim that a DU tipped missile, probably carried by a
weaponized UAV, like the Global Hawk, struck the
Pentagon. 

Because DU is extremely dense, a wide variety of mis-
siles in the U.S. arsenal are tipped with DU rods to pen-
etrate the armored steel of military vehicles and build-
ings. Uranium is a “spontaneous pyrophoric material,”
meaning it bursts into flames when it reaches its target
and generates such intense heat that it explodes. This is
the bright flash that is caused when a DU missile hits its
target.

A white flash some people claim can be seen in
videos of the two planes striking the twin towers in New
York is the kind of event that occurs when a missile with
a DU penetrator strikes. 

Working with Hufschmid, AFP has found several
photos that show a mysterious burning object passing
through the initial explosion in the South Tower. This
object, which displays all the characteristics of a burning
DU penetrator, can be seen on page 39 of Painful
Questions.

The photo of the fireball that followed the crash of
the plane into the South Tower shows two objects out

ahead of the inferno. One appears as a black dot leaving
a trail of white smoke, the second appears to be a dark
rod burning with a white flame followed by a trail of
black smoke.

The second object displays the characteristics of a
burning DU penetrator. AFP sent enlarged photos of the
object to Marion Fulk, a retired chemical physicist from
the Lawrence Livermore National Lab, and asked him if
this object could be DU.

“Yes, it is possible,” Fulk said. Asked about the dark
smoke trailing behind the nearly pure white flame, Fulk
said, “It could be uranium oxide.”

“Let’s assume it is uranium,” Fulk added. “It’s burning
near the surface, and it’s pretty hot.” The object is small
but with great mass and has huge momentum behind it,
Fulk said. “It’s way out ahead of the explosion, and noth-
ing stopped it.”

If the object was a DU penetrator, that would explain
its intense heat, radiation expert Leuren Moret told AFP.
The DU would have already been burning before it hit
the tower. As it passed through the building some of the
penetrator’s kinetic energy would have been converted to
heat energy.

The difference between the orange colors of the
flames coming from the explosion in the tower and the
white flame of the small dense object are indicative of “a
huge temperature difference,” Moret said.

The gap between the burning object and its dark
smoke trail is because the vapor coming off of the burn-
ing object is very hot and has to cool in order to con-
dense and form the visible dark colored uranium oxides,
Moret said. ★
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By Fred Lingel

T he execution-style killing of a 13-year-old Pales-
tinian schoolgirl by Israeli soldiers in October illus-
trates yet again why Israel will never support the
UN’s International Court of Justice (ICJ), known

across the globe as the World Court.
The murder of the schoolgirl and the killing by an Israeli

military sniper of a teenage brother and his sister in May are
exactly the types of crimes that fall under the war crimes
statutes of the ICJ.

The facts surrounding the October murder of Iman al-
Harma, who was on her way to school when she was
gunned down, horrified the international community but
received scant attention in the U.S. media. Al-Harma was in
school uniform, carrying a bag filled with textbooks, when
an order was given to shoot her as she crossed barren
ground in full view of an Israeli command post at the Rafah
refugee camp. 

Moments after the unit officer at the post issued the
order, the little girl was shot in the leg, forcing the 13-year-
old to drop her school bag. She tried to hobble from the
scene, but another shot brought her to the ground. The unit
commander, who has yet to be named in the mainstream
press, walked up to her and fired several shots into her
school satchel before shooting her several times in the face
and head at close range. He then walked away but, as an
afterthought, turned back to the child’s body and emptied
the remaining bullets in his rifle magazine into her body.

An autopsy ruled that 17 bullets had struck her, with
three fired into her head and face at close range. Even if the
unit commander had initially considered her a potential

threat, she represented no threat after she was first shot. 
Had she been carrying a bomb, which she was not, she

would have had to climb a hill and breach the barbwire
fences of the command post in full view of military snipers. 

The Israeli army’s disinformation policy unit quickly
went into action, telling the media the child had been sus-
pected of carrying a bomb. When that story did not appear
to fit the facts, journalists were told she had been used by
terrorists to test Israeli military defenses and to lure soldiers
into the open. 

When that story also fell flat, several soldiers, claiming to
have been part of the unit involved in the killing, expressed
their outrage to Israeli newspapers under cover of anonymi-
ty. There was suspicion that the “anonymous soldiers” rep-
resented a contrived effort to put a better face on the killing.

To no one’s surprise, a week after the child’s murder, the
unit commander was cleared of any wrongdoing. 

Maj. Gen. Dan Harel, the officer in charge of the Gaza
Strip, announced that an investigation into the shooting
had found that the unit commander had not acted “uneth-
ically.” He was, however, suspended for “losing the confi-
dence of his men” as a result of the episode. 

A similar investigation into the May shooting of a
teenage brother and sister has quietly been shelved. In that
episode, a sniper killed each of them with a single shot to
the head. The Israeli army “spin doctors” at first claimed
they had also been bombers. But journalists at the scene
destroyed that lie.

In light of those killings and others that have gone unre-
ported in the U.S. media, Israel’s support for international
justice rings hollow. This year, when the ICJ declared it was
illegal for Ariel Sharon to construct a 457-mile wall to seal
off Palestinian territory, Israel dismissed the ruling. 

What is perhaps most disconcerting for international

Israel’s Crimes Against Humanity
Enabled by Unending U.S. Support
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Medics and relatives try to save three-year-old
Palestinian girl Rwan Abu Zaid Zaid who was shot
twice in the head while near her home during Israeli
incursions into her neighborhood. The child died.
Incidents like this at the hands of Israeli troops using
U.S. military equipment get scant attention in the
mainstream press, and so the genocide goes on.
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jurists is that Israel signed the 2000 Rome Treaty ratifying
the ICJ, but ever since has made it clear it does not trust the
UN court.

What seems to most frighten Israel is that the ICJ has
ruled it is a war crime for an occupying power to “transfer
directly or indirectly” its own people into the occupied ter-
ritory. Therefore, the years of building settlements on
Palestinian land could be judged a war crime should the ICJ
be permitted to rule on the matter.

However, the central reason for Israel’s refusal to partici-
pate in the ICJ relates to deep Israeli suspicions of all UN
bodies. Israeli government lawyers have warned that the ICJ
could be exploited for political reasons to damage Israel,
and ICJ judges and prosecutors cannot be trusted.

It is hardly surprising that Israel resents the UN, consid-
ering the fact that there have been at least 14 UN resolutions
charging Israel with defying UN rulings. A further 30 have
warned Israel over its treatment of the Palestinians and have
accused Israel of breaching the Geneva Conventions, in par-
ticular the convention dealing with protections that should
be afforded civilians under occupation. Much to the con-
sternation of the international community, the U.S. govern-
ment has blocked a further 35 draft Security Council reso-
lutions critical of Israel’s Middle East policies.

America’s support for Israel’s flouting of UN resolutions
stands in stark contrast to statements made by President
George Bush in the lead up the invasion of Iraq. He told the
world the UN was irrelevant when it failed to enforce its res-
olutions. That was a principle he, and President Bill Clinton
before him, never applied to the UN in respect of its reso-
lutions aimed at Israel’s flagrant disregard for international
laws.

The U.S. government is not in any position to challenge
Israel’s non-compliance since it has, under Bush, sought to
make the World Court irrelevant. When he entered the

White House, Bush wrote to UN secretary general, Kofi
Annan, requesting he ignore the fact that Clinton had
signed up to the Rome Treaty ratifying the ICJ. Since then,
the Bush administration has used economic incentives and
threats to withdraw aid in order to force countries friendly
to the United States to sign a document that declares they
will not submit to ICJ rulings.

Though many people in the United States see the ICJ as
a threat to sovereignty, many others view it as one of the
only ways to hold world leaders accountable for their
crimes against humanity.

In regard to the United States, Bush’s stance has seen by
many as deliberate, designed to avoid members of the
administration or the military being charged with war
crimes in relation to the interrogation of detainees at
Guantanamo, the creation of “ghost detainees” hidden
from the International Red Cross and the sending of terror
suspects to Arab nations for interrogation, knowing they
will be tortured.

The downside of opposition to the ICJ is that America
has appeared hypocritical, calling for the international pros-
ecution of former Serb leader Slobodan Milosevic or
Saddam Hussein while undermining the world court. ★
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New America is coming
. . . and it isn’t pretty.

Foreseeing a collapse so severe that it will cause us to start numbering  our econom-
ic depressions, Edgar J. Steele paints the image of an America rarely seen in main-
line media: ripped apart by racial strife, seething with resentment and erupting into
open street warfare. Writing with a blowtorch, Steele conjures the vision of a New

America, rising Phoenix-like from the ashes and resurrecting the principles of liberty and
personal freedom upon which she originally was founded, all the while charting a clear, easy-
to-follow path for the individual through the coming chaos and past the New World Order.
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racial differences we all recognize, yet pretend not to notice.
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O R D E R I T  H E R E !

A Palestinian boy, Hamad Mahmoud Al-Nairab, 11,
lays in Al-shifa hospital in Gaza City, Gaza Strip. He
lost his left leg and was wounded in the right leg
when Israeli helicopters fired missiles into an
unarmed Palestinian demonstration protesting
against Israel’s Rainbow military operation in Rafah
refugee camp earlier this year. It is brutality like
this, carried out by Israel with free American wea-
pons and armor, that leads the world to only one con-
clusion: The United States is Israel’s willing partner
in the attempted genocide of the Palestinian people.
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By Paul Likoudis

T
he photographs are gruesome beyond
description. They are newborn Iraqi babies,
born without heads and limbs, sometimes
they are blood red, sometimes black, some-
times covered in an unknown white film,
sometimes with gaping holes in their tor-
sos that expose their internal organs.

They are, say doctors in Iraq and international experts
from Europe, Japan and the United States, the result of
the U.S. government’s heavy use of weapons made of
depleted uranium (DU) in Gulf War I and Operation
Iraqi Freedom, which have left densely populated parts
of Iraq a toxic wasteland, where adult cancer and child-
hood leukemia rates are soaring.

During the presidential campaign, where abortion at
home and the American military occupation of Iraq are
pivotal issues, there should have been a serious public
discussion on the morality of weapons used in Iraq.

“This is such a serious issue,” said Dr. John Hittinger,
a professor of philosophy at Sacred Heart Seminary in
Detroit and a nationally recognized expert on moral
issues related to the military and warfare.

In a recent interview, Hittinger, who previously taught
at the U.S. Air Force Academy, was asked if the use of DU
in Iraq, as well as in Bosnia and Afghanistan, constituted
a war crime and genocide.

He was reluctant to say it was, explaining that to meet
the definition of genocide in international law, one has
to establish a “deliberate and systematic intent to elimi-
nate a people.”

But, he added, “I don’t say that to clear our con-
science. We can’t hide behind the doctrine of double
effect, or legalisms, and we need to face squarely the
indiscriminate effect on Iraqi civilians.

“This has the beginnings of a genocidal effect, so seri-
ous questions need to be raised. Although this is not a
deliberate, direct, planned attack on the unborn of Iraq,
it is such a serious matter because we are attacking the
sources of life in Iraqi men and women. There is a poten-
tial here for a genocidal effect.”

Hittinger has impeccable Catholic credentials: a cum
laude graduate of Notre Dame University, he earned his
doctorate from the Catholic University of America; he is
a former managing editor of The Review of Metaphysics; he
was the first civilian professor of philosophy at the Air
Force Academy; he is writing a book on the morality of
warfare; and he is an internationally recognized author-
ity on Aquinas and Jacques Maritain.

The U.S. government’s use of DU weapons has
sparked international outrage around the world. After
Gulf War I, thousands of returning war veterans claimed
exposure to DU weapons was the cause of debilitating

illnesses.
The Pentagon has routinely insisted, from then until

now, that exposure to DU poses no threat to American
soldiers. In a $6 million, five-year study released Oct. 19,
the Pentagon again insisted that DU is not radioactive or
toxic enough to harm U.S. soldiers.

According to a report by Matthew L. Wald for The New
York Times, published Oct. 19:

“The conclusion, said Dr. Michael E. Kilpatrick,
deputy director of the Deployment Health Support
Directorate of the Defense Department, is that ‘this is a
lethal but safe weapons system.’ ”

But soldiers of Gulf War I, and returning soldiers from
Operation Iraqi Freedom, have a different story.

In April 2004, New York Daily News reporter Juan
Gonzales broke a story on how soldiers from the New
York National Guard, recently released from Iraq, tested
positive for radiation poisoning. And on Sept. 29,
Gonzales reported that one of those soldiers, Gerard
Darren Matthew, recently became the new father of a
deformed baby girl. Matthew also suffers daily from
severe headaches, blurred vision, painful urination and
extreme lethargy, according to this report.

In “Committing a War Crime,” Michael Jansen,
Middle East reporter for The Irish Times, wrote on Sept.
30 about the growing fear throughout the entire region
that DU dust from exploded weapons is spreading far
beyond Iraq, into Jordan, Iran, Syria and Turkey.

DU weapons, reported Jansen, “scatter fine radioac-
tive particles, which are carried by the wind and ingested
by human beings, animals and plants. The indestructible
particles last forever. Therefore, the areas where DU
munitions have been deployed—the Middle East, the
northern Indian subcontinent and the Balkans—have
been contaminated with endlessly destructive radioac-
tive dust. . . .”

Jansen continued:

The International Atomic Energy Agency estimat-
ed that half a million people would die by the end of
the 21st century due to radioactive debris and dust
left in Iraq, which makes its way into the rivers, lakes
and seas of the world and the atmosphere, which
surrounds it.

While Jordan has expressed concern about possi-
ble contamination by airborne particles escaping
from Israel’s nuclear reactor, there is a far greater
danger from DU dust blown across the desert from
Iraq.

Doug Rokke, ex-director of the U.S. Army’s DU
project in 1994 and 1995 and a former professor of
environmental science at a Florida university, said:
“They’re using it now, in Fallujah; Baghdad is chock-
ablock with DU—it’s all over the place.”

An Iraqi doctor specializing in blood disease at
one of the capital’s universities told this correspon-
dent that thousands of Baghdadis had developed
cancer since 1991 and warned that incidence of the
disease will rise due to the use of DU munitions dur-
ing the 2003 war. Dr. Jenan Ali, a senior specialist at
the Basra College of Medicine, said that in the
decade after the 1991 war there was a 100 percent
rise in child leukemia and a 242 percent increase in
all cancers in the region.

Birth defects are also much higher than normal.
Malignancies and defects have also soared in
Afghanistan since the 2001 U.S. war, but no statistics
are available in that chaotic country.

While the Pentagon uses DU munitions to save
the lives of its troops, DU may be killing more than
the number who would have died if this munition
had not been deployed. The use of DU in 1991 and
2003 is also considered responsible for malignancies
in U.S. veterans and birth defects among their chil-
dren. While only 467 U.S. troops were wounded dur-
ing the 1991 war, of the nearly 600,000 discharged
personnel one-third are receiving disability compen-
sation, and another 25,000 cases are pending. The
figure does not include those who have died. Among
the 169,000 veterans of the current conflict, 16 per-
cent had applied for treatment by July 2004. . . .

According to an August 2002 UN report, the use
of DU munitions breaches the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, the UN Charter, the Genocide
Convention, the Convention Against Torture, the
four Geneva Conventions of 1949, the Conventional
Weapons Convention of 1980, and the Hague
Conventions of 1899 and 1907.

JUST THE FACTS
One pertinent web site on problems caused by

weapons made of DU is idust.net, operated by the
International Depleted Uranium Study Team. It contains
a library of news reports and editorials from the world’s
press on the consequences of exposure to DU weapons. 

Others are part of the University of Wisconsin’s
depleted uranium project, uwec.edu/grossmzc/below
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The Immorality of Depleted Uranium
Weapons Systems Plagues the WorldDU
Above, an anti-DU poster featuring speaker Doug
Rokke. As the poster indicates, Rokke was the U.S.
Army major dismissed for blowing the whistle on the
depleted uranium war crime. Rokke says: “They’re
[the U.S. military] using it now, in Fallujah; Baghdad
is chockablock with DU—it’s all over the place.”



mc.html, and www.citizen-soldier.org. They document
the illnesses of Gulf War I and Operation Iraqi Freedom
veterans and the Pentagon’s refusal to acknowledge vet-
erans’ illnesses. 

The Deerfield, Mass.-based Traprock Peace Center has
an extensive library on DU-related media reports and sci-
entific and legal studies.

The following historical information on the use of
DU weapons is taken directly from citizen-soldier.org:

The American and British militaries first used DU
weapons during Operation Desert Storm in the
Persian Gulf in 1991. Army and Marine M1A1
Abrams main battle tanks fired 120 mm rounds that
each contained 10.5 pounds of depleted uranium.
The M1 and M60 model tanks fired a 105 mm round
with 8.5 pounds of DU in each shell. The Pentagon
later estimated that 14,000 such rounds were
expended during the war; 7,000 were fired in Saudi
Arabia during target practice, 4,000 were used
against Iraqi forces, and another 3,000 were con-
sumed by fires or other accidents.

Another 940,000 30 mm DU rounds were fired
by A-10 Warthog jets in support of their “tank
killing” operations during the brief war. All told, the
Pentagon has estimated that 320 tons of depleted
uranium were fired by U.S. and UK units. As of
today, not an ounce of this toxic residue has been
removed by either the U.S. or any other agency.

Months before the Gulf War, the Army’s
Armament, Munitions, and Chemical Command
published the following warning: “Following com-
bat, the condition of the battlefield and the long-
term health risks to natives and combat veterans may
become issues in the acceptability of the continued
use of DU for military applications.” The report
added that DU has been “linked to cancer when
exposures are internal.” . . .

[T]he Army is clearly aware that environmental
concerns could eventually undermine support for

these dangerous weapons. Not long after the Gulf
War ended, an Army colonel stationed at the Los
Alamos National Labs wrote to a subordinate: “There
continues to be concern regarding the impact of DU
on the environment. If no one makes the case for the
effectiveness of DU in battle, DU rounds may become
politically unacceptable and be deleted from the arse-
nal.” His memo ends with the following: “I believe
that we should keep this sensitive issue in mind when
“after action” reports are written.”

In the first years after the Gulf War, thousands of
vets began to experience some chronic health prob-
lems, and many of them sought evaluation and treat-
ment at either VA medical centers or military hospi-
tals. They reported some or all of the following
symptoms: neurological problems, chronic skin
rashes, respiratory problems, chronic flu-like symp-
toms including severe body aches, immune system
disorders, severe fatigue, joint pain, gynecological
infection, bleeding gums and lesions and unex-
plained rapid weight loss.

Eventually, about 186,000 gulf vets were exam-
ined medically at a VA or military medical facility.
Virtually all who reported health problems were
eventually told that they suffered from “undiag-
nosed illness.” Very few have received disability pay-
ments for service-connected illness. Despite the large
number of sick veterans, the Army surgeon general
continued to tell Congress and other investigators
that only a tiny number of these cases (where vets
had been struck with DU shrapnel) could be attrib-
uted to depleted uranium exposure.

TOLL ON THE UNBORN
A handful of American reporters have tried to alert the

American public to DU, including The Chicago Tribune’s
Robert C. Koehler, who, in a March 25, 2004 report,
headlined, “Silent Genocide,” wrote:

This will not be easy to read, especially if you’ve
projected evil out of your own heart, into some cave

in Afghanistan or a spider hole in Iraq, and reduced
the age-old question it inspires to this one: How can
we bomb it off the face of the Earth? Before the dam-
age we inflict grows greater, before history’s judg-
ment gets worse, before we contaminate the whole
world . . . we must stop what we’re doing. We must
stop now.

It’s time to listen for a moment not to defense
analysts, briefing officers, pols or pundits, but to
people like Jooma Khan, a grandfather who lives in
a village in Laghman province, in northeastern
Afghanistan. Surely he deserves 30 seconds of our
undivided attention.

“When I saw my deformed grandson,” he told an
interviewer in March of 2003, “I realized that my
hopes of the future have vanished for good. [This is]
different from the hopelessness of the Russian bar-
barism, even though at that time I lost my older son
Shafiqullah. This time, however, I know we are part
of the invisible genocide brought on us by America,
a silent death from which I know we will not
escape.”

We’re waging war-plus in Afghanistan and Iraq—
in effect, nuclear war, with our widespread use of
depleted-uranium-tipped shells and missiles. . . .

And DU dust is everywhere. . . . In terms of glob-
al atmospheric pollution, we’ve already released the
equivalent of 400,000 Nagasaki bombs. . . . The
numbers are overwhelming, but the potential hor-
rors only get worse. DU dust does more than wreak
havoc on the immune systems of those who breathe
or touch it; the substance also alters one’s genetic
code. . . .

This ghastly toll on the unborn—on the future—
has led investigators to coin the term “silent geno-
cide.” ★
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This article appeared in a recent issue of The Wanderer,
a weekly Catholic newspaper. For subscription informa-
tion, write: 201 Ohio St., St. Paul, MN 55107

Left, An ammunition specialist examines a 105mm armor-piercing round to be used in an M-1 Abrams main battle tank during Operation Desert Shield in 1991. The
object on the nose of the round is a sabot, a cover that protects and stabilizes the round’s needle-like depleted uranium penetrator, then falls away as the projectile
leaves the gun barrel. Right, leukemia victim Sajed Ali, from the southern Iraqi city of Basra, is photographed in his hospital room in Baghdad in the early part of
2001. Baghdad is holding the United States and its Western allies responsible for the widespread cancer cases in southern Iraq following Gulf War I as a result of
using depleted uranium in their war machinery. The Iraqi media has highlighted recent reports that depleted uranium ammunition, used by U.S. NATO forces in the
Balkans, may be to blame for a rash of cancer cases among troops posted in the region. 
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By James P. Tucker Jr.

T
he Central Intelligence Agency plotted the
plane crash that killed Sen. Paul Wellstone
(D-Minn.) in October 2002 because he was
the leading obstacle to war and other CIA
goals, according to two college professors.
Their conclusions are especially chilling

because of their credentials and a platoon of other PhDs
and experts whose work they cite, including Christopher
Bollyn of American Free Press.

James H. Fetzer, PhD, released the book American
Assassination, which he co-authored with Don “Four
Arrows” Jacobs, Ph.D., at a news conference in
Washington Oct. 25. Both are professors, Fetzer at the
University of Minnesota, DeLuth and Jacobs at Northern
Arizona University.

They concluded that the White House orchestrated
the fatal plane crash because, as Fetzer told reporters: 

“To the White House, this guy was a menace. He
might have filibustered the Homeland Security Act. He

opposed them on tax cuts, the SEC and the war on Iraq.
He wanted to investigate 9-11. In the Senate, he had
become an obstacle to the exercise of power.”

Norman Coleman, “the hand-picked candidate of
Karl Rove,” was elected as a Republican to Wellstone’s
seat. Coleman was a strange choice—he had been
President Bill Clinton’s Minnesota chairman in the 1996
election.

Fetzer made his case step-by-step, starting with
Bollyn’s observation in AFP that the FBI arrived on the
scene from the Twin Cities surprisingly fast.

“Using very minimal times, I later calculated that, for
its ‘rapid response team’ to have arrived on the scene by
noon, it would have had to have left St. Paul around 9:30
that morning, about the same time the senator’s plane
was departing . . . which would have been an extraordi-
nary feat of prognostication.” 

Thus, he makes the case that the FBI had advance
knowledge of the impending “assassination” that also
claimed the lives of Wellstone’s wife, daughter, three staff
members and two pilots.

“The first responders on the scene were ordered not to
take photos by the FBI,” Fetzer said. “Why? Even the
[Associated Press] photographer who has asked us to
remain anonymous had a difficult time getting photos
and was only allowed 15 minutes at the crash site, some-
thing this person said was very, very unusual. You would
think that more photographs would be better, since they
would provide a more complete record.”

The FBI shoved the National Transportation Safety
Board (NTSB) aside in conducting the investigation, he
said. A cover-up would explain the early arrival of the
FBI, the prohibition against photographs, and “the rever-
sal of roles between the FBI and the NTSB,” he said.

News reports cited the weather, which was normal for
that time of year in Minnesota, and visibility was good—
fine flying weather for two highly qualified pilots, he
said. After consulting with pilots, Fetzer rejected the offi-
cial ruling of “pilot error.”

The day after the crash, Carol Carmody, head of the
NTSB team, reported that the FBI had advised her that
there were “no indications of terrorist activity.”

“I thought that was also odd: since the NTSB had yet
to determine the cause of the crash, how could the FBI
possibly already know?” Fetzer said.

He considered a small bomb, gas canister or some

type of high-tech device before concluding that the most
likely cause was a weapon in the electromagnetic pulse
family. One advantage of such a weapon, he said, is “that
the public generally does not know they exist.”

The smoke from the crash was bluish-white and
indicative of an electrical fire rather than black and
indicative of a fuel-based fire, he said.

“An electromagnetic attack can overload and literally
fry the electronic components in an aircraft, in exactly the
same way microwaves heat a meal or a bolt of lightning
can cook a tree,” he said. The bodies were burned beyond
recognition. Microwaves are simply electromagnetic
waves that are higher in frequency than radio waves.

Those with credible credentials Fetzer cited included
Michael I. Niman, a professor at Buffalo State College,
who also raised the possibility that Wellstone had been
murdered.

“Karl Rove, Dick Cheney and Donald Rumsfeld may
not have executed this hit, but they were in position to
make it happen,” Fetzer said. “It has taken 40 years to
unlock the cover-up in the case of JFK. We can do better
for Paul Wellstone.” ★
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Sen. Paul David Wellstone (D-Minn.) speaks during a
Falun Gong rally on the second anniversary of a Chinese
government crackdown on the outlawed religious sect in
Washington, D.C. A King Air 200 chartered by Wellstone
crashed October 25, 2002, in Eveleth, Minnesota. All eight
aboard died including Wellstone, his wife, Sheila, daugh-
ter Marcia, three staff members and two pilots. Two col-
lege professors are now asking publicly if Wellstone was
assassinated by the Central Intelligence Agency.
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“To the White House, this guy was a
menace. He might have filibustered the

Homeland Security Act. He opposed
them on tax cuts, the SEC and the war
on Iraq. He wanted to investigate 9-11.
In the Senate, he had become an obsta-

cle to the exercise of power.”

COLLEGE PROFESSORS ASK:

Did Central Intelligence Order
Killing of Paul Wellstone?

AFP correspondent James P. Tucker Jr. is a
veteran journalist who spent many years
as a member of the “elite” media in
Washington. Since 1975 he has won wide-
spread recognition, here and abroad, for
his pursuit of on-the-scene stories report-
ing the intrigues of global power blocs
such as the Bilderberg Group and the
Trilateral Commission.
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Above is a rendering of the Gatehouse to a 365-
acre estate high atop Crystal Mountain—a refuge for
wildlife that includes protected species such as the
American bald eagle. Considered to be one of the most
beautiful properties on the east coast, watching these
great birds swoop down over the Delaware River below
is a sight to behold! Historians say even the gatehouse
on this $20 million property overshadows the nearby
Grey Towers National Historic Landmark dedicated to
the National Park Service by John F. Kennedy just two
weeks before he was assassinated. This 100-acre estate
is the former home of Gifford Pinchot who started the
National Park Service and the Forest Service.
Continuing his legacy, the Crystal Mountain Research
Center is dedicated to environmental concerns includ-

ing the treatment of water that has a direct impact on
the future of this country. Present day methods destroy
not only the environment, but its inhabitants as well
because they defy the laws of God and nature! God, in
his infinite wisdom, uses a process of heating and cool-
ing in an environmentally friendly fashion. We accen-
tuate this heating and cooling because present
day methods don’t remove the disease
markers from the toilet to faucet waste of
billions of people on the planet! That’s
why the purest bottled water that has-
tens our demise, and is sold even on
religious programs, has an expiration
date or put it into a hot tub and, without
treatment, you will note the horrible
smell of disease markers from human
waste. As a result of present day methods,
God’s wrath is upon us. One out of every two people
will get cancer and 90% of all men will develop a
swollen prostate and suffer the possible consequences.
How can we prove it’s God’s way? We break down the
bonds in water the same way the bonds of everything
else in nature are broken down . . . by heating and cool-
ing. Heating and cooling breaks down the powerful
hydrogen bonds in water and opens up the bond angle,
that has been reduced to only 104.5˚, to at least 114˚
using God-given proprietary secrets so it will pass
through a membrane and into the cells when ordinary

water won’t! The Nobel Prize was recently won prov-
ing it; “Now we can measure the ability of water to
pass through a membrane and into the cells and noth-
ing comes even close to your water!” Also, since we
are engineers, not doctors, we use the medical charts of
cancer patients to show it’s the hand of God working

His miracles: They can look at a blood sample
under a microscope after drinking our water

(your blood is 90% water)! In addition to
some of the top scientists in the world
that use our machine, we are supported
by the many claims that were allowed,
after peer review, in our world wide

patents! ordinary distilled is the worst
water with a bond angle of only 101˚ (it’s

dead)! That’s why it eventually causes prob-
lems! If a change isn’t made, the wrath of God

will be brought upon us and we will surely perish, just
as civilizations have disappeared before us. As in the
past, the only people God will allow to survive, so that
mankind can survive, are those that have adhered to
God’s teachings and warned others of impending dis-
aster.

We want to let you know that the profits from our
home water machines have gone into this important
research at the Crystal Mountain Research Center.
Thank you for your generous support. Listen to a
recording by calling toll-free 1-800-433-9553.

Crystal Mountain
Research Center
F ifty years ago the

hydrogen bond angle
in water was 108˚

and you rarely heard of any-
one with cancer. Today, it’s
only 104˚ and, as a result,
cancer is an epidemic! By using our
machine you can increase the bond
angle to 114˚ and, unlike any other
water, doctors can see an immediate
change in the red blood cells under a
microscope. It’s truly amazing!

Above, the Grey Towers National Historic Landmark
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By Christopher J. Petherick

T he largest maker of genetically modified (GM) crops,
Monsanto Co., is heading to court in Canada as a
result of lawsuits brought by two different groups of
organic farmers.

In the first case, Monsanto will be in court on Nov. 1 as
part of a lawsuit filed by a group of organic farmers, who
claim that Monsanto’s GM “Roundup Ready canola” has
contaminated their crops, hurting their prospects for future
sales.

Monsanto’s GM, or transgenic, canola seeds have been
genetically modified to be resistant to Roundup, a pesticide
the company manufactures. According to 2003 figures, pro-
vided by the Canadian government, some 70 percent of
canola crops are grown with GM seeds, while less than 0.5
percent employ certified organic seeds.

“We’re facilitating this class action lawsuit against
Monsanto for contamination of our canola fields,” Arnold
Taylor, chairman of the Organic Agriculture Protection Fund
(OAPF), the group bringing the case, told AFP. “We are try-
ing to get certified as a class, and then after that we will go to
trial.”

OAPF is a committee of more than 900 organic farmers
that has been set up to bring the lawsuit against Monsanto.

“We have basically had to ban canola, because the seed
stocks are so contaminated with GM crops,” said Arnold.

In December, the OAPF had filed suit against Monsanto,
claiming damages for losses due to GM contamination of
their canola crops. They are seeking $14 million and an
injunction against the introduction of GM wheat into
Canada. 

The organic farmers say that customers in Europe, where
GM crops are banned, have stopped purchasing their crops
because they tested positive for GM crops.

There is a test to indicate whether Monsanto’s gene is
present, said Arnold, and the EU only allows less than 1 per-

cent of that in crops sold there. 
In their claim, the farmers say, Monsanto “knew, or ought

to have known, that their canola would spread adventitious-
ly; released the canola without segregated production or dis-
tribution systems; and knew, or ought to have known, that
such a release would entail the loss of the European market.”

Arnold told AFP: “Our organic standards were written
with the consumer in mind. A lot of consumers have a prob-
lem with this technology. There are some scientific minds
who are concerned about introducing this into the environ-
ment, and there is some scientific evidence that questions
whether this stuff is even safe to eat. Consumers want to
make sure that when it says organic, it is GM free.”

In the past few years, Monsanto has gotten itself into a
legal quandary following a seven-year court battle it won
against Canadian farmer Percy Schmeiser. 

Monsanto had claimed that Schmeiser was growing its
patented Roundup Ready canola crops without a license.
Schmeiser did not deny that he grew Monsanto’s GM plants,
but he said they had blown onto his property from his
neighbor’s fields, and he could do nothing about it.

Monsanto won its case in May 2004, when the Canadian
Supreme Court ruled that growth of GM crops could be con-
trolled, and Schmeiser had violated Monsanto’s patent.

Now, in the second lawsuit recently filed against
Monsanto, Schmeiser’s wife, Louise, has sued the multina-
tional chemical company for again contaminating the fami-
ly’s organic garden with its GM crops.

The couple is only seeking $140 in damages. Mrs.

Schmeiser says that is the estimate of what it will cost to
remove the crops from her land.

“The Supreme Court ruled Monsanto owns and controls
the gene, so the liability issue now follows the flow of the
gene,” Schmeiser told CBC Radio, Canada’s national public
broadcaster. “Monsanto said that if anyone sprays Roundup
on any plant and it doesn’t die . . . they will come and
remove it. They failed to do it. . . . Monsanto is totally liable
for contamination and pollution of anybody’s field now.” ★

Canadian Farmers Now Suing
Maker of Transgenic Crops

For further information please contact the Organic
Agriculture Protection Fund (OAPF): Arnold Taylor, OAPF
Chairman, (306) 252-2783 or (306) 241-6125. Marc Loiselle,
Research and Communications Director, (306) 258-2192 or
(306) 227-5825 or visit the web site at 

organicconsumers.org/organic/011103_0rganic.cfm
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Canadian farmer Percy Schmeiser holds a paper
plate that reads “Monsanto Out of Our Food.”
Schmeiser is taking Monsanto Corporation to the
Canadian Supreme Court for contaminating his
organically grown canola fields with genetically
modified canola.

“In December, the OAPF had
filed suit against Monsanto,
claiming damages for losses

due to GM contamination of their
canola crops. They are seeking
$14 million and an injunction
against the introduction of GM

wheat into Canada.”
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By Gonzalo Baeza

B iotechnology giant Monsanto is on a collision
course with three South American countries for
seeking to impose a royalty-payment plan on
domestic farmers who have become dependent

on its genetically modified (GM) crops. As the
2004/2005 planting season begins, the St. Louis-based
company has set its sights on Brazil, Argentina and
Paraguay, the world’s top soybean exporters after the
United States. 

In an effort to stem the growing black market trade of
GM seeds, which is spreading like a weed across parts of
Latin America, Monsanto has put pressure on South
American countries to impose a system of “technology
fees” or royalties on farmers who grow soybean crops on
their land. 

Argentina was the first Latin American country to
authorize the plantation of GM seeds in 1996 to grow
Monsanto’s Roundup Ready (RR) soybean. As a conse-
quence, RR soybean lands expanded from approximate-
ly 2 million acres to nearly 30 million acres last season. 

The illegal smuggling of crops to neighboring coun-
tries also increased. 

Monsanto’s RR soybeans have been altered on a
genetic level to be more resistant to the herbicide
Roundup, which is manufactured by Monsanto. The the-
ory is that farmers can reduce the amount of herbicides
when planting GM crops, which helps avoid pollution of
neighboring waterways typically associated with com-
mercial farming.

The herbicide-resistant nature of GM seeds, however,
is not without its problems. A 2001 study by the Idaho-
based Northwest Science and Environmental Policy
Center said that RR growers in Argentina were actually
using twice the amount of herbicide needed by common
soy farmers. 

The much-vaunted cost effectiveness of Monsanto’s
soy seed has another downside, say agriculture experts.
GM seeds mean increased unemployment because farm-
ers no longer need as many workers to work the fields
and apply herbicides.

According to the report’s author, Charles Benbrook,
Argentina has adopted GM technology more rapidly and
more radically than any other country in the world. In
April, Benbrook issued a stark warning that the country’s
agriculture was not sustainable for more than “a couple
of years.” 

Last season, seed and biotech sales in Argentina
amounted to some $75 million. However, in January,
Monsanto announced it would stop selling GM soy
seeds in the country claiming that the presence of the
black market had turned it into an unprofitable busi-
ness. Consequently, on Sept. 21, Monsanto published a
huge advertisement in Argentina’s main newspapers call-
ing for the implementation of a royalties system. 

Monsanto’s offensive comes after the black market
has not only consolidated itself in the region but also cir-
cumvented domestic legislation concerning agriculture.
But South America is now heavily dependent on GM
seeds, and there is little local governments can do to
change that. 

According to Argentina’s Agriculture Secretary Miguel
Campos, Monsanto has been the beneficiary and
Argentina has been the launching pad for the use of this
technology in the continent. He believes this has
allowed Monsanto to make advances in other countries.

Monsanto aims to collect a flat fee per metric ton of
soybeans and wheat that would amount to between $3
and $7 for Argentine farmers and a similar tribute in
Brazil where some farmers already pay fees.

The measure would, however, contravene Argentina’s
“Seed Law,” which authorizes farmers to cull and save
seeds for the next harvest without having to re-pay for
their use. That has not deterred Monsanto from threat-
ening lawsuits against Argentine exports once they arrive

in countries where Monsanto has patented its seeds. 
Under increasing pressure, Argentina’s government

has now pledged to create, by the end of the year, a
“Technology Compensation Fund” to pay biotechnology
companies such as Monsanto for “inventors’ rights.”

There has been a similar push in Brazil.
Brazil is one of the few remaining agricultural power-

houses in the world not to have granted unrestricted
authorization for planting GM crops. Nevertheless, GM
seeds amounted to nearly 20 percent of the country’s
soybean harvest for 2003. In parts of the country, such as
the southernmost state of Rio Grande do Sul, almost 90
percent of the soy originates from GM crops that were
smuggled in from Argentina nearly a decade ago.

Monsanto has pressed the Brazilian government to
approve the use of GM crops by means of a biotechnol-
ogy bill currently being discussed in Brazil’s Congress.

Although the government’s attempts to pass the new
law have been stymied so far, impoverished farmers have
nonetheless ignored the ruling legal provisions and have
simply gone on sowing the GM seeds.

Brazilian President Luiz Inacio da Silva issued an

executive order Oct. 15 allowing farmers to plant GM
soybeans for this season. Da Silva had already enacted a
similar order last season. The move was widely seen as a
huge victory for Monsanto’s lobbyists in the country as it
paved the way for the company to negotiate new royalty
payments with farmers on an individual basis.

This de facto authorization for the use of GM soybeans
in Brazil has nonetheless given the country its share of
trade disputes. Many European countries importing
Brazilian produce boast stringent restrictions on GM
food. China, another big consumer of soybeans,
demands that GM food be clearly labeled. 

But there are local leaders, such as the governor of the
Brazilian agricultural state of Parana, Roberto Requiao,
who have adamantly opposed GM crops in their juris-
diction. 

Monsanto is also making strides in Paraguay, where
roughly half of the soybeans are genetically modified.
The government has already pledged to approve four
GM soy varieties in the next few weeks, and Monsanto
has been quick to return the gesture by announcing its
plans to introduce new varieties into the country. ★

Agri-Giant Seeks Pound of Flesh
From South American Farmers
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WHAT ARE GM CROPS?

G enetically modified crops, developed by genetic
engineering, were first introduced for commer-
cial production in 1996. Today, GM crops are

planted on more than 167 million acres worldwide.
Biotech seed stocks have been altered on a genetic level
to be resistant to herbicides and insects. U.S. farmers
are by far the largest producers of GM crops. The
United States accounts for nearly two-thirds of all these
types of crops planted globally. GM food crops grown
by U.S. farmers include corn, cotton, soybeans, canola,
squash and papaya. Other major producers of GM
crops are Argentina, which plants primarily biotech
soybeans; Canada, whose principal biotech crop is
canola; Brazil, which has recently legalized the plant-
ing of GM soybeans; China, where the acreage of GM
cotton continues to increase; and South Africa, where
cotton is also the principal biotech crop.

Members of the environmental group Greenpeace protest in front of the National Congress against the com-
mercialization of genetically modified soybeans produced by the Monsanto company in Brasilia, Brazil. The
activists demonstrated against the decree of Brazilian President Luiz Inacio Lula da Silva that allows the com-
mercialization of the product without proper scientific evaluation. Sign reads: " National Congress, do not let
Monsanto into Brazil.” Now Monsanto is seeking royalties from farmers who use their GM seeds.
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D
wight D. Eisenhower, who spent his life in the
Army before being twice elected commander
in chief, was about 100 times smarter than
the present occupant of the White House.

Here are a few quotes from Eisenhower that are rele-
vant to America today:

“If all that Americans want is security, they can go to
prison. They’ll have enough to eat, a bed and a roof over
their heads. But if an American wants to preserve his dig-
nity and his equality as a human being, he must not bow
his neck to any dictatorial government.”

“Don’t join the book burners. Don’t think you are
going to conceal faults by concealing evidence that they
ever existed.”

This next one is particularly applicable to George
Bush and fanatic partisans.

Eisenhower said: “Without exhaustive debate, even
heated debate, of ideas and programs, free government
would weaken and wither. But if we allow ourselves to be
persuaded that every individual or party that takes issue
with our own convictions is necessarily wicked or trea-
sonous, then, indeed, we are approaching the end of
freedom’s road.”

Eisenhower, though a soldier, kept us out of war and
built the nuclear deterrent that protected Americans long
after he was gone. Here is what he thought of war:

“I hate war as only a soldier who has lived it can, only
as one who has seen its brutality, its futility, its stupidi-
ty.” That’s not unlike a statement made by another war-
rior, Gen. William tecumseh Sherman, who said in a

public speech: “There is many a boy here today who
looks on war as all glory, but, boys, it is all hell. You can
bear this warning voice to generations yet to come. I look
upon war with horror.” Nobody can ever accuse
Sherman of being a softie. He was brutal in the extreme
in his pursuit of victory.

Perhaps President Bush would likewise view war with
horror if he had chosen to join John Kerry in the jungles
of Vietnam. Instead, he chose to party in Texas and
Alabama. The point is not whether he fulfilled his
National Guard duties. The point is he chose, unlike
Kerry, to avoid going to Vietnam. So did Vice President
Dick Cheney and a lot of other Republican chicken
hawks, like former Rep. Newt Gingrich.

As for Kerry’s anti-war activities, he simply shared the
same opinion of war as Eisenhower and Sherman
because he had seen it and experienced it. Nobody can
look back on the Vietnam War, which gained America
nothing but 58,000 dead, a quarter of a million wound-
ed and a divided country,  and honestly say that Kerry
wasn’t right when he opposed it.

As for all these chicken hawks in the administration
and the media who condemn anti-war folks as treason-
ous or disloyal, it is they, as Eisenhower pointed out,
who are the betrayers of freedom. America is a lot closer
today to fascism than it is to a free republic. When
Americans can no longer voice dissenting opinions with-
out being victims of character assassination, then indeed
we are nearing the end of freedom’s road.

I wish there were some way we could gather up all

these chicken hawks, put them on a plane with rifles and
parachutes and dump them out over Fallujah. If they’re
so enthusiastic about war, they ought to participate in it.
Instead, they are like a bunch of kids urging someone
else to fight so they can be entertained. There is hardly a
more contemptible role a human being can play than
being a vicarious warrior.

Too many Americans today are allowing a bunch of
draft dodgers and chicken hawks to scare them with the
boogeyman into giving up everything that makes this
country worth fighting for.

If the president cannot fight terrorism and preserve
American freedom at the same time, then he’s obviously
in a job well over his head.

Someone once said that modern man stands on the
shoulders of giants of the past. I’m afraid today that the
mental and moral midgets standing on the shoulders of
giants are a light load. ★
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Chicken Hawks Betray Freedom
While Military Men Oppose War
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Each TBR Bound Volume
for 1996 Contains:

JANUARY: The wrath of Jesus Christ; The incredible war of Gen. Paul
von Lettow-Vorbek: The Bush Ghost of Africa; Jefferson Davis—Victim
of a witch hunt; Who set the Reichstag fire?; Albert Speer and Gitta
Sereny; Degrelle—Hitler and Schact.

FEBRUARY: France’s Revolution—Descent into madness; A personal
account of 60 years of British history; Chemical warfare—Past and pres-
ent; Newspapers and their cities; Carthage vs. the Romans; Germany’s
amazing industrial rebirth.

MARCH: Nullification: states’ rights vs. federal power; The suppressed
story of Black Confederate soldiers; The ages-old battle for the money
power; Norway’s Vidkun Quisling: patriot or traitor?; Germany’s amazing
social transformation as seen through the eyes of Waffen SS General Leon
Degrelle.

APRIL: The remarkably wide Malay world; World War I plot to starve
German civilians; The Stars and Bars—Flag of honor, not hatred; World
shadow government; America’s early money struggles.

MAY: The Lusitania was no passenger ship; “Remember the Maine”—

Prelude to America’s first manufactured war; The facts
of the Gulf of Tonkin Incident; The 1930s pre-war boycott
of Germany; A British view of the American Revolution.
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American GIs in war-time Britain; The Spanish Civil War; A diplomatic
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war Germany.

AUGUST: The Norman Invasion—End of an Era; The Battle of Maldon:
History and Language; British Tasmania: Genocide and White slavery;
Afro-centrism refuted; Degrelle on Hitler’s enigmatic personality.

SEPTEMBER: America Firsters vs. Warmongers; Soviet expatriate Igor
Sikorsky warns against alliance with communists; Populist senator recounts
disasters of American foreign policy; A look back at the Farewell Address;
Degrelle’s continuation of Hitler—Democrat.

OCTOBER: Douglas MacArthur remembered; The racism of Marx and
Engels; Will the U.S. remain a sovereign nation?; When the Big Apple

pondered secession; The post-war expulsion of ethnic Germans; The
money question; The memoirs of former SS General Leon Degrelle.

NOVEMBER: William Jennings Bryan; The barbarity of the communists
on the Eastern Front; The Malmedy Massacre revisited; Excerpts from the
Malmedy war crimes trial; The American case against the Germans at
Malmedy.

DECEMBER: The ancient origins of Santa Claus; Lyndon Johnson’s
costly presidency; A new look at Vietnam by a U.S. marine officer; Fighter
aces of the Luftwaffe; The Scottish Declaration of Independence.

TO ORDER: TBR’s 1996 BOUND VOLUME comes in a sturdy vinyl
binder for easy storage on your bookshelf. Each 1996 Bound Volume
is just $69—regularly $99. That’s 12 issues at 36 pages per issue—
432 pages of real history without the politically correct fluff. Once
these remaining Bound Volumes from 1996 are gone, we will never
offer them again at this price. Order from TBR, P.O. Box 15877,
Washington, D.C. 20003 or call toll free 1-877-773-9077 to charge
to Visa or MasterCard. Domestic S&H included for this offer.
Outside U.S. add $10 postage.

A Stash of Collector’s Bound Volumes from
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Yours While They Last—Just $69 per Volume.
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They Last at 

30% Off!
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WILLIAM T. SHERMAN DWIGHT EISENHOWER
Two military men who knew war is hell.



I
n the early 1980s, when I was assistant secretary of
the treasury, the U.S. trade deficit was due to oil
imports. Currently, the U.S. deficit in manufactured
goods alone is 3.5 times our oil imports. Our trade

deficit in vehicles is nearly equal to our deficit in oil, and
our deficit in clothing, computer equipment, office
machines, TV and VCRs is 1.5 times our oil import bill. 

America has a trade deficit in almost every manufac-
tured product. Compar-
ing the first eight months
of this year to the first
eight months of last year,
our trade deficit in man-
ufacturing products in-
creased by 16 percent. In
iron and steel mill pro-
duction, it increased 146
percent. 

The United States is ceasing to be a manufacturing
country.

The only manufacturing products in which the
United States has a (small) trade surplus is airplanes and
scientific instruments. 

The United States also has a trade surplus in corn, cot-
ton, wheat, scrap metal and animal feeds.

Since 1985, the U.S. trade balance with China has
deteriorated from balance to a deficit of $160 billion. 

Who has the high-tech economy, and who has the
Third World economy? 

Normally, Third World countries run trade deficits
with high-tech countries. 

Charles McMillion, president of MBG Information
Services, notes that the U.S.-China trade relationship is
the most unequal in the world. The United States has a
trade deficit with China in almost every industry code.
The U.S. deficit in advanced technology products with
China is astounding.
HOW WERE WE OUTPACED

How was it possible for China, alone in world history,
to outpace the most
advanced country on
Earth? Was China elevated
to the forefront by U.S.
firms who moved their
production for the Amer-
ican market to China in
order to take advantage of
essentially free labor? 

Americans no longer
produce the “American goods” that they consume.
American incomes are falling, as economist Joseph
Stiglitz recently pointed out. 

When the dollar gives way, as Dallas Federal Reserve
Bank President Robert McTeer says it must, Americans
will not be able to purchase the goods and services that
American firms produce abroad with foreign labor.

U.S. firms will have to sell their offshore-produced
wares to the labor that produces them. 

“Cheap foreign goods” will be beyond the reach of
Americans, whose country is in rapid transformation
from a superpower to a Third World economy. ★
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Who’s Hi-Tech &
Who’s Third World?
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Dr Albert Abrahms
cured disease with
energy oscillations.

Dr Royal Rife used
audio frequency to

cure cancer in 1934. 

In 1934, the brilliant scientific genius
Royal Rife proved that he could destroy
deadly disease organisms with square
wave audio oscillations. His method
produced no harmful side effects. He
harnessed a natural phenomenon that
could change the future of human
health. His energy is now available for
your personal use in the ProWave
Model 101 Energy System. The future
is here today.

You can use the energy waves dis-
covered by Dr Royal Rife to change
your life today. Eliminate aches, pains
and diseases easily with a product that
combines cutting edge electronic engi-
neering with the newest chip technolo-
gy. Only the ProWave produces a text-
book perfect square waveform while
under a human body load. Compare for
yourself. The charts below are all the
proof we need to say the ProWave out
performs all other Rife machines where
it counts, your health.

The great scientists pictured above
would never settle for second best, nei-
ther should you. Try a ProWave Risk
Free for 90 days and see for yourself.
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Toll Free
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comparison report.

Goods and Services
Deficit Increases
in August 2004

T
he nation’s international deficit in goods
and services increased to $54.0 billion in
August, from $50.5 billion (revised) in
July, as imports increased more than

exports.
• The July to August change in exports of goods

reflected decreases in industrial supplies and materi-
als ($0.4 billion); foods, feeds, and beverages ($0.2
billion); and other goods ($0.1 billion). Increases
occurred in consumer goods ($0.3 billion) and
automotive vehicles, parts, and engines ($0.2 bil-
lion). Capital goods were virtually unchanged.

• The July to August change in imports of goods
reflected increases in industrial supplies and materi-
als ($2.4 billion); other goods ($0.3 billion); and
automotive vehicles, parts, and engines ($0.1 bil-
lion). A decrease occurred in capital goods ($0.1 bil-
lion). Consumer goods and foods, feeds, and bever-
ages were virtually unchanged. ★

Figures are courtesy of the Census Bureau’s Foreign Trade Division. 
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Y
ou and your newspaper believe that the
country would be a lot better off if Congress
and the White House were to put the interests
of the United States first and stop listening to
the internationalists, the neo-conservatives,

the bankers and big business.
America first is the position of AFP. And that stance

is in no way suggesting that the people make a choice
between the lesser of two evils. Why should evil be a
choice when there are other choices you could
make that could be good both for you and for the
country?

Some of our readers have figured this sup-
posed dilemma out for themselves. Several
readers in last week’s issue come right out on
AFP’s letters page and say that voting for the lesser
of two evils is still voting for evil. One letter writer,
which was not published, went to so far as to say: “We as
Americans will never see the end of the stranglehold of
this two-party system until the majority wake up to the
stench of the political sewer running right under our
noses.”

Over the years we have seen an erosion of our
constitutional rights, which has reflected the growth
of the federal government.  

Just in this past year, the GOP convention in New
York was held in a protester free bubble. Demon-
strators were held in so-called “free speech” pens far
removed from the convention area.

And the Democrat convention in Boston was also
highly security conscious. A front-page AFP story called
the security measures unprecedented. Police warned
commuters to avoid carrying bags, briefcases and purses
on subways and trains. Police said they would be subject
to searches on trains while they went about their own
business, traveling to work. 

Of late, Americans have seen a concerted assault on
their liberties. The Patriot Act, which allows the
Department of Justice to keep tabs on individuals with-
out a judge’s oversight, including their choice of reading
material at public libraries.

Quite simply stated, Americans are in the process of
losing their rights.

Of particular interest to us at AFP is the govern-
ment’s action curtailing our First Amendment
rights, especially the right of freedom of the press
and speech. If we at AFP did not have the right to
criticize we would not be in business.

Thomas Jefferson strongly believed that it was
the duty of a free and honest press to restrain gov-
ernment from becoming tyrannical. In a letter to
Charles Yancey on June 6, 1816, he wrote: “The
functionaries of every government have propensi-
ties to command at will the liberty and property of
their constituents. There is no safe deposit for
these, but with the people themselves; nor can

they be safe with them without information.
Where the parties are free, and every one can read,
all is safe.”

Jefferson went on: “I think it as honorable to
the government neither to know, nor notice, its

sycophants or censors, as it would be undignified
and criminal to pamper the former and persecute the

latter.”
We at AFP will continue to give information no other

medium will give you. We will spare nobody—Demo-
crat or Republican. AFP puts the welfare of the country
and the national interest first—not the welfare of any
political party or foreign country. 

And we will continue to give you news about alterna-
tive political parties. There is a bigger world out there
than some news managers would have you think. ★

AFP’s Populist, America-First Stance Unswerving
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EXPORTING AMERICA
Why Corporate Greed Is Shipping

American Jobs Overseas
By Lou Dobbs

Most elected officials—Democrat or Republican
—believe that what’s good for big business is
good for America. Is it? You be the judge . . .

• Tens of thousands of high-tech jobs have been shipped
overseas. • Employment in the auto industry has
dropped 200,000 jobs over the last four years, while imports of Chinese auto parts
have doubled. • At least 750,000 American jobs were lost as a direct  result of
NAFTA. • Forty state governments now outsource jobs and contracts to foreign
countries. • HMOs, insurance companies, banks and credit card companies are pro-
cessing your medical and financial data with employees overseas—where no laws
protect you against the sharing and releasing of personal information.
• By 2015, $151.2 billion in wages will have been shifted from the United States to
low-wage countries. The result? Unemployment. Reduced tax revenue. The largest
national debt in history. Now Lou Dobbs tells you about this threat to the American
dream . . . and how we can fight back.

Exporting America (hardback, 196 pages, #1012, $21.95) is available from First
Amendment Books, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Suite 100, Washington, D.C.
20003. Order with coupon on page 24 or charge by calling 1-888-699-NEWS
(6397) and using Visa or MasterCard.

“This sobering book is vital reading for every American patriot.” —JIM HIGHTOWER

Were the 9/11 attacks a surprise or were they an inside job? Find out in:

Inside Job:
UNMASKING THE 9/11 CONSPIRACIES

The official story about 9/11 is discredited. That is the sobering
conclusion reached by millions of Americans—all across the
political spectrum—who have sifted through the evidence
uncovered by hundreds of independent researchers. Many
honest citizens are now forced, with sadness and reluctance, to

make an almost unthinkable inference: Powerful U.S. officials must have had
foreknowledge of the planned attacks and then acted from the inside to:
Thwart efforts to prevent the 9/11 attacks; Remove or cover up criminal evi-
dence; and Hamper inquiries into what happened. Were the horrific events of
September 11, 2001, truly an inside job? This book will help you decide for
yourself. In this work, renowned bestselling “conspiracy theorist” makes a
compelling case that 9/11 marks the intersection of several on-going con-
spiracies at once, each based on overlapping political agendas. Why did stan-
dard air defenses fail systematically and simultaneously? Why were interceptor
jets scrambled too late, too slow and from the wrong locations? Could fires have caused the collapse of the Trade
Towers? Was the collapse of WTC Building 7 a planned demolition? Was vital evidence removed/never given to
investigators? Why do officials claim there were no warnings, although massive evidence indicates otherwise? These
and more of your many questions will be answered in Inside Job.

Inside Job: Unmasking the 9/11 Conspiracies, (softcover 216 pages, #1165, $19) is available from FIRST

AMENDMENT BOOKS, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue SE, Suite 100, Washington, D.C. 20003. Send payment using
the coupon on page 24 or call toll free 1-888-699-NEWS (6397) to charge your purchase to Visa or MasterCard.
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Even a Good Patriot Can
Hurt His Country By Doing

NOTHING . . .

. . . to help the truth survive.
By supporting American Free Press with contribu-
tions and sending 6-week Christmas Gift subscrip-
tions to potential full-term subscribers, you are
helping your fellow Americans get news they
absolutely cannot get anywhere else—vital news in
which no other major news medium in America
seems interested. News about the suffering of our
troops in  Iraq and the suffering of the Palestinian
and Iraqi people—Muslims and Christians. The
truly evil forces pushing President Bush to make
global war against any they deem America’s ene-

mies. Information exposing—years before the
mainstream caught on—the truth about Saddam
Hussein’s non-existent weapons of mass destruc-
tion. Information revealing the fraudulent U.S.
budget and the criminal Federal Reserve system.
News about alternative party candidates and the
patriots working to thwart the black-out on reliable
information about the Sept. 11 tragedy.

The list goes on and on, but you get the picture.
AFP stands alone amongst ALL NEWS MEDIA in
America in its willingness to publish the truth
about events which directly affect the middle class
in this nation without the censorship found in

almost every other prominent news publication we
know of.
WHAT YOU CAN DO . . .

As an American Free Press subscriber, we know that
you are a better educated and more well-rounded
patriot. But we ask you to go one step further and
help educate others by sending 6-week AFP Gift
Subscriptions (only $5 each) to any you believe
might open their eyes to what is happening to our
nation and our people. If you know of any
Americans who might enjoy reading the unvar-
nished truth for a change, use the form below to
send them ALL 6-Week AFP Gift Subscriptions.
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NIFI, Box 1465T, Seneca SC 29679. National Inventor Catalog $2.
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how eliminating $700 billion in compliance costs can save our
economy, our national budget and ourselves from financial ruin.
$15. NOW $5. First Amendment Books, 645 Pennsylvania Ave SE,
Ste #100, Washington DC 20003. 888/699-6397.
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SPECIAL TRUST- In this absorbing personal memoir former
National Security Adviser Robert C. McFarlene takes you inside
the central events which have shaped our lives and our country in
the late twentieth century. He also provides a riveting account of
behind-the-scenes White House maneuvering and how personal
agendas and misuse of power have affected global politics.
Regular price $25, now only $10. First Amendment Books, 645
Pennsylvania Ave SE, Ste #100, Washington DC 20003. 888/699-
6397.
____________________________________________________
MONEY PIRATES- By Lieutenant Colonel William A Howle, Aus,
Ret. In this book the author explains how Congress spends the
wrong kind of money, voted itself irresponsible and brags about it.
All Americans25 who love democracy and disapprove of plutocra-
cy will love this book. Was $15. NOW $5. First Amendment Books,
645 Pennsylvania Ave SE, Ste #100, Washington DC 20003.
888/699-6397.
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FROM HELL TO HERE the autobiography of a Polish Lad’s 4+ yrs
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CARL KLANG, GREAT AMERICAN BALLADEER has numerous
CD’s & cassettes for sale. For List-POB 2301, Boulder CO 80306
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RESOLVE YOUR UNSECURED DEBT Get zero balances on
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CANCELYOURDEBT.COM, pay off credit cards, mortgages,
loans, IRS, student loans, stop litigation, call Mr. Fox @ 604/860-

4772.
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EDUCATIONAL
____________________________________________________
THE PEOPLE OF EARTH BEFORE ADAM The Jews are not the
Israelites of the Bible, who the Israelites are today, when people’s
skin were changed, explains what causes around 400 kinds  of can-
cer  In US and our livestock, $3.50 to H Kaisersatt, 307 S Cedar St,
Marion SD 57043.
____________________________________________________

FINANCIAL
____________________________________________________
FINANCIAL SLAVE OR MASTER? Learn the financial secrets
America’s ruling class has used against the masses for
decades. Then use this information to turn your financial life
around and become financially independent in less than three
years. Call 24 hrs toll free 800/650-5903, ext 440 for free infor-
mation.
____________________________________________________

FREEDOM
____________________________________________________
JOIN INSURRECTION AGAINST THE THIEF of our Freedoms.
Please send Long SASE. Teague, POB 13689-AF, Dayton OH
45413.
____________________________________________________

HEALTH
____________________________________________________
HEALING DISCOVERIES OF ROYAL RIFE advanced ray tube
technology delivers 40,000 light & sound frequencies-fully pro-
grammable. Powerful/Effective-Professional. Quality instrument -
10 years successful results. Bio-Electrics For Health. 800/936-
6240.
____________________________________________________
MIRACLE II SOAP. All  natural ingredients. No commercial chem-
icals. For a healthy  body  write for free brochure to: Thomas Sims,
POB 64, Huffman TX 77336 or call 281/324-2040.
____________________________________________________
PROSTATE HEALTH, Royal Prostate Support $14.98 + $3 S/H.
800/524-3727. POB 575, Atwood CA 92811.
____________________________________________________
CLEAR VISION WITHOUT GLASSES. Age 87 Author restored his
vision to normal naturally. So Can You. Guaranteed! Report
$12.97. Wyoming .60¢ tax. Check or MO to: Abram Publishing, Box
242, Afton WY 83110.
____________________________________________________
CHOLESTEROL HEALTH Policosanol 10 mg. from sugar cane
extract. 30 vegicaps $14.98 + $3 S/H 800/524-3727, POB 575,
Atwood CA 92811.
____________________________________________________
HEMP HEARTS- Highest in protein & Omega 3 provides energy,
helps the colon, arthritis, ADD, cholesterol, circulation plus much
more. Call for the information and sample. 800/615-1376.
www.greathealth.org
____________________________________________________
EDTA-ORAL, 500 mg. 90 capsules $14.98 + $3 S/H. 800/524-
3727, POB 575, Atwood CA 92811.
____________________________________________________
HERBAL HEALING (Black Salve). Great for removing growths on
skin or internal malignancies, and most Virus problems. Write for
FREE BROCHURE, w/SASE. Can-X Products, POB 345, Dayton
NV 89403.
____________________________________________________
YOUTHFUL VIGOR, What everyone wants. Call us 800/241-5748.
We Can Help. www.loveetaherbal.com
____________________________________________________
MIRACLE II: A life changing experience in your health.
Approved & certified to be the only health soap made in this
world to clean the total body. This could be the only thing you
need for a healthier life. “Check it out” 888/549-4748.

www.miracle-2.com
____________________________________________________
LOW ENERGY? Had your 5-8 fruits & veggies today? High Octane
greens (caps) 1 month/$45, 3 months/$111. Free Info. Systems
Unlimited, POB 906, Weaverville CA 96093. 530/623-1935.

____________________________________________________
ELIMINATE HIP & KNEE REPLACEMENTS. Free info. Systems
Unlimited, POB 906, Weaverville CA 96093. 530/623-1935.
____________________________________________________
THE WORLDS MOST POWERFUL ANTI-AGING FOOD and most
nutritionally dense food on earth. FREE INFO. 877/888-4777.
____________________________________________________
ANCIENT BIBLICAL HEALING Science wiseman gave Baby
Jesus frankincense and myrrh. Recent lab reports reveal two
most powerful immune builders. Free “Missing Link” tape call
888/785-7698.
____________________________________________________

FREE HERBAL INFO. “ORIGINAL BLACK SALVE
IMPROVED”ALSO IN TABLET FORM. Send SASE to Virxcan

Inc., 3495 Lakeside Dr, Ste #87, Reno NV 89509.
____________________________________________________
FREE INTRODUCTORY BOTTLE OF SEASILVER!! The Ounce
that Counts!! Pay S/H only. Natures whole food liquid. National ad
campaign begins soon! Get in now for great home business. Call

John at Revive Health 866/828-7384 OR VISIT
www.seasilver.com/sea2you

____________________________________________________
4 CANCER CURES! Four methods that people stated worked for
them as cures! Cancer Cure Report-$1. NIFI, POB 1465-TC,
Seneca SC 29679.
____________________________________________________
ALTERNATIVE CANCER TREATMENT. Tested in Europe for 12
years this remarkable new treatment has many benefits, including
not only cancer but heart ailments and circulation problems as
well. I have personally been cured of cancer twice over the last 8
years with no side effects. Easy to take,not expensive and perfect-
ly safe for kids and elderly folks. Call and ask for more specific
information, we are a christian organization. 800/222-7325. Call
between 12 Noon and Midnight ET.
__________________________________________________

HELP WANTED
____________________________________________________
NOW HIRING: Companies desperately need employees to
assemble products at home. No selling, any hours. $500 weekly
potential. Info 985/646-1700 Dept MD-5422.
__________________________________________________

IRS & TAXES
____________________________________________________
IRS WAGE LEVIES REMOVED. Over 25 years experience remov-
ing IRS levies.Bill Conklin @ 303/455-0837; www.anti-irs.com
____________________________________________________
SUE IRS NOW! Wages being garnished? IRS filed lien/levy
against you? Seized your bank account? Claim you owe back
taxes? MAKE THEM PROVE IT Become Proactive STRIKE WITH
A SUIT 3 step process. We can help 800/555-2367.
____________________________________________________
1-800-BEAT-IRS Free brochures. attorney, author of the former
Spotlight column. Certified specialist in tax & criminal law. The

MacPherson Group, Phoenix. Visit our web site
@www.beatirs.com

__________________________________________________

MISCELLANEOUS
____________________________________________________
ATTENTION ALL VETERANS/PATRIOTS Are seclusion and pri-
vacy your priorities? Live/Vacation at Lake Pierce Ecological
Resort. 863/439-2023. www.lakepierce.com
____________________________________________________

RELIGION
____________________________________________________
TEMPLES OF GOD & HEALTH: GOD, positive thinking, health
food, religious racial-cultural nationalism.

Free book  @ www.templesofgodandhealth.com

____________________________________________________
2 TIMOTHY 2:15 You can’t go to heaven on a motorcycle, or by fly-
ing an airplane. But you can get to heaven if you study and
research the scriptures (Bible). Rec Msg 719/573-4055. Bible
Research, POB 9813, Colorado Springs CO 80932-0813 or visit:
www.bible-research.org or email: info@bible-research.org
____________________________________________________
YOU DON’T KNOW ANYTHING UNTIL YOU KNOW THE WAYS
OF GOD!! Learn who you are, where you are from, why you are
here and where you are going. Learn who the enemies of our God
and our race are. The key  to understanding your Bible and all his-
tory, past, present, and future, is the Israel Identity truth that is
sweeping the entire patriotic movement. For a FREE doctrinal
Statement of Beliefs defining this amazing truth, plus Christian
Identity book & tape lists: Kingdom Identity Ministries, POB 1021,
Harrison ARK 72602. http://www.kingidentity.com

AFP/FAB Universal Ordering Coupon 

ITEM DESCRIPTION QUANTITY $ EACH TOTAL $

PAYMENT OPTION: ❏ Check/Money Order  ❏ Visa  ❏ MasterCard

CARD # __________________________________________________________

EXPIRES ______________  SIG. ______________________________________

NAME ___________________________________________________________

ADDRESS ________________________________________________________

CITY, STATE, ZIP ___________________________________________________

TOTAL $
ENCLOSED

1-888-699-NEWS AFP45

D.C. residents please add 5.75% sales tax.Call 1-888-699-NEWS & charge to Visa or MC

Send order with payment to: American Free Press, 1433 Pennsylvania Ave. SE, Washington, D.C. 20003

THIS AREA FOR DISTRIBUTOR
AND OFFICE USE ONLY

Classifieds

ADVERTISING POLICY—American Free Press does not accept ads for alcohol, tobacco, harmful & habit-
forming drugs or sexually explicit materials. Instead, AFP’s advertising policy is to give unfettered freedom
of speech to advertisers claiming health, scientific or other advances.  Contrary to liberal assumptions, the
Founding Fathers did not create the First Amendment to license pornography, treason and culture distor-
tion, but to give maximum freedom to ideas about religion, science, history, politics and philosophy, no
matter how controversial. All AFP advertisers are required to offer a money-back guarantee. AFP urges all
potential purchasers to follow the tried and true rule: “let the buyer beware.”

American Free Press Classifieds Ordering Form

Run three consecutive weeks and get the fourth week FREE—$20 (1 week); $60 (3 weeks plus 4th week FREE)  Each additional 45 char-
acters is $6.65 per week. A sample of any product and/or literature you plan to send to clients MUST accompany your order. A money-back
guarantee must be given for all products sold. We reserve the right to reject any classified ad with or without cause being assigned.
Use additional sheet if necessary.

Cut out and mail this coupon with check, money order or credit card information to: 
AFP Classifieds, P.O. Box 524, Cumberland, Maryland 21501. 

Name ______________________________________________________________________________________________
Address ____________________________________________________________________________________________
City __________________________________________________________ State, Zip _____________________________
Phone _____________________________    No. of weeks ___________ Category _________________________________
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America Needs You!
We Need You Too!
Join Our Fight
for Freedom
& American
Values
We Urge
You to Join

THE AMERICAN FREE
PRESS READERSHIP
COUNCIL

Write to Lois Hodges

for more information:

AFP READERSHIP COUNCIL

(AFPRC)
645 Pennsylvania Ave. SE, Suite 100

Washington, D.C. 20003
202-544-5977



By Michael Collins Piper

“E
d Steele for President.” Don’t be too surprised
if you start hearing such rumblings over the
next four years. With the release of Defensive
Racism, the hard-hitting new book by the out-

spoken Idaho attorney, Steele is sure to become more and
more recognized among those who believe not only that
things are wrong in America, but also that eventually they
can be righted.

It was due time for Steele to write a book, already having
skyrocketed to widespread acclaim with his no-holds-barred
Internet newsletter and his popular public speaking engage-
ments across the country. And now, in Defensive Racism,
Steele has come forth with a book-length exposition of his
philosophy—and one that reflects the thinking of quite a
few people in America today, though many might not be so
prepared to admit it.

Subtitled “An Unapologetic Examination of Racial
Differences,” Steele’s book encompasses a wide-ranging
array of issues—some that, to the uninitiated, might seem
unrelated, but all of which, in the end, come together in a
remarkable tapestry that looks candidly at the reality of the
American situation today. As Steele makes so patently and
disturbingly clear, the much-discussed subject of “racism”—
however defined, rightly or wrongly—underlies the crisis in
America and the world in a fashion that otherwise may not
be so readily apparent.

A commanding presence on the podium and equally
effective at the keyboard, Steele is able, in simple, yet elo-

quent, language to convey what might be perceived as “con-
troversial”—dare we say even “inflammatory”—opinions
about difficult topics in modern American life. Steele refers
to the status of race relations, the problems stemming from
rampant and uncontrolled immigration and the belligerent
flexing of political muscle by the adherents of Zionism who

arrogantly reign supreme over their paid and blackmailed
political henchmen in elective and appointive offices.

Many folks over the years have labored to put their views
into print, but Defensive Racism is a book that unlike many,
if not most, others will stimulate lively and thought-pro-
voking discussion. And whether you agree or disagree with
any or all of what Steele has to say, you’ll certainly conclude
that this is an author who has an uncanny ability to lay out
the bottom line in a folksy, engaging fashion, writing in a
friendly, colloquial style even while addressing some “dan-
gerous” areas of debate.

Of course, there will be those who will energetically rush
forward to loudly defame Steele as a “racist” and a “bigot”
and an “anti-Semite”—among other familiar terms com-
mon in public discussion today. However, that is par for the
course and is the standard treatment for anyone who dares
to bring to the table any free-thinking approach to the sub-
jects that Steele dares to confront.

The fact is that an open-minded reader will find it diffi-
cult to discern any venom in Steele’s words but will discov-
er that his views constitute a lot of common sense wisdom. 

In 376 lively pages, bound in a durable hard-bound edi-
tion with an attractive dust cover, Defensive Racism is a book
for all those who have an interest in America’s future, and
that includes people of all races and creeds. 

The years ahead may be a nightmare come alive, but
even bad dreams can have a happy ending Ed Steele pro-
vides a formula for a “New America” that could very well be
a prescription for putting to rest many sleepless nights that
would otherwise be fraught with terror. ★

Gutsy Lawyer Examines Race in America Today
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PUBLISH YOUR BOOK
75-YEAR TRADITION OF QUALITY

Subsidy book publisher offers publishing services
for books of all types. For a free Author’s

Guide, write Dorrance–AFP, 643 Smithfield,
Pittsburgh, PA 15222,
or call 1-800-695-9599

www.johnellis.com

Nobel Prize Winners:
Even 100% Pure
Water May Cause

Disease!
Medical Reports from

the $20 million
Crystal Mountain Center

Listen to a Recording
Toll Free 1-800-433-9553

1 800 BEAT IRS 

WWW.BEATIRS.COM

Attorneys • Free Brochures

The
MacPherson

GroupPC

• ALL DEBTS, Credit Cards & Mortgage Debts.
• ALL LAND, Real Estate Taxes & Regulations, Zoning.
• THE IRS FROM YOUR LIFE.
• YOU CAN ENJOY YOUR NATURAL RIGHT of “free pas-
sage”: No Licenses, Insurance, Inspections or Tickets.
• STAY OUT OF “THEIR” (Private) COURTS.

Completely, legally, permanently.
Guaranteed! 30 Years Fighting the Battle.

Send (postage/copy-cost) $20 for “Basic DATA Package” to:

Peoples Rights Association, 
Care of 1624 Savannah Rd., Dept. AFP,

Lewes, near  (19958)-9999  Delaware  North America
See: www.peoples-rights.com   Toll-Free: 1-877/544-4718

YOU CAN ELIMINATE:

Tune in to ALL ALTERNATIVE REAL TALK RADIO. NO nonsense,
no fluff, no superficial baloney. EXPOSING the NEW WORLD ORDER!
Our website is simple to find on almost any computer. . . . Go to realityradio1320.com
and stream along with us. All the big names like ALEX JONES, JEFF RENSE, THE POWER
HOUR with DAVE & JOYCE. Full time talk Monday thru Saturday. Keep it set on our site. My
show is “UNCENSORED RADIO FREE RHODE ISLAND" with “Radio Avenger” RICK
ADAMS. Now heard Monday thru Friday 8-9 pm EST and SATURDAY starting at 2 p.m.
(Tune in other times of the day for even more uncensored, hardhitting ALL-TALK radio.) Call
in with your comments and questions. We bring top guests like HUTTON GIBSON, columnist
CHARLEY REESE, DAVID DAVIDEIT (JAIL 4 JUDGES), TED GUNDERSON, TOM KIMMEL,
MICHAEL COLLINS PIPER, IRAQI expert NITA RENFREW, Sheriff RICHARD I. MACK,
JACK McLAMB and countless others!

Find us—all over the world—on your computer at: realityradio1320.com RICK ADAMS

HEALTH ADVERTISERS!
Advertise in AFP’s next edition of

Whole Body
Health

Issue Date: December 13, 2004

Mailing Date: December 3, 2004

Materials Submission Deadline: November 19, 2004

Contact Sharon Ellsworth at 301-729-2700 to
reserve your space. Space is limited, so respond

today to make sure you get your ad in.

EDGAR J. STEELE
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I received AFP’s notice indicating some
hardcore Republicans were leaving you
because of your anti-Bush stance. I have to
admit: I have been somewhat disgruntled,
reading AFP over the past few weeks,
because of this apparent stance. 

However, a true patriot should want to
hear both sides of the argument before
making any decisions. Cover-ups in the
press are the liberals’ greatest strength, and a
well-balanced source is hard to come by. So,
I say, keep up the good work, AFP. As long
as you keep reporting the truth accurately
no matter who gets hurt, I will always be
with you.

DR. DAVID KENNEY
Ridgway, Colorado

PARTIES ARE POISON
Vince Ryan's latest article about AFP's

continued loss of support of "hardcore"
Republicans, who would rather be
Republicans than face the present truth, is
proper, but it needed to go further than AFP
is willing to go.

AFP must do what it can to get Ameri-
cans to think politically as Americans and
forget this poisonous false division of think-
ing of themselves as Republicans or Demo-
crats. Or any other party.  What is needed is

to actually acknowledge and promote the
often-mouthed concept stated in
Washington’s Farewell Address concerning
the destructive divisiveness of political par-
ties.

This would be a better solution than
always trying to float some new pie-in-the-
sky party that every aware person knows
hasn’t a chance of doing anything useful.
All that does is dissipate the limited finan-
cial support and cause even more splinter-
ing of the energies of those unhappy with
the direction of the political agenda in this
country.  In the end, these idealists, worn
down financially and emotionally, become
disenchanted with the whole political idea
and drop out, belatedly realizing the whole
political setup is nothing but an insiders’
game they cannot win through partisan pol-
itics. 

One thing is for sure:  If you are going to
play the enemy’s fixed game, you are certain
to lose.

TONY SNOW
Via email

COMMON SENSE
The main reason I subscribe to AFP is to

learn the truth. Those people who are can-
celing their subscriptions are to be pitied.

How sad it is not to be able to use common
sense and comprehend what AFP is doing,
whether you agree with every article or not. 

L.P. GILLIS
Scenery Hill, Pennsylvania

AIDING THE ENEMY
You are helping the enemy and under-

mining the president even with his protec-
tion, you ungrateful swine. Your "truth" is
so one-sided, it stinks. 

Take your paper to hell with you.
EDGAR KISTLER

Keytesville, Missouri

DESERTING AFP
Yes, some of us are deserting American

Free Press. You bash the government and
don’t tell the whole truth. Yes, the govern-
ment spent more—we had no military to
defend this country. President Bill Clinton
reduced spending by reducing the nation’s

means to defend itself.  How many acts of
terrorism in the United States will it take
before we wake up?

RICHARD HENNIG
Dunedin, Florida

BLIND FOLLOW BLIND
I would like to express my genuine

appreciation and admiration for the thank-
less task AFP staff has in order to publish a
valuable newspaper. It is a sad commentary
on the viewpoints of those who have been
offended by your publication’s lack of
endorsement of President Bush. 

You are certainly correct in pointing out
the fact that this election involves several
critical issues, and that neither of the two
major candidates has a satisfactory stance
on them. 

As a Christian patriot and former educa-
tor, I must evaluate what is done by our
leaders in light of the principles embedded

Longtime AFP Reader Likes Bush,
But Likes Uncensored News Too

Letters

Correspondence & Humor

American Free Press correspondent

Pat Shannan
has released his latest book . . . 

Maybe the
People Have
the Answers

Shannan, an investigative journalist and producer of a number of insightful, candid books
and videos, is making Maybe the People Have the Answers available at a discounted price
exclusively for AFP readers. Pat’s book is a startling blend of hidden truths, suppressed

evidence and little-known history that provides a unique perspective on our Republic. His
work builds upon crimes against our Constitution from our long-forgotten past, and con-
structs a disturbing framework for interpreting how this disdain for the gifts of our Founders
has resulted in the threats that face the United States today. This may—if we fail to act
soon—cost us our very freedom itself.  The book weaves a mosaic of truth, binding togeth-
er a number of new research findings and diverse commentaries, to create a disturbing com-
pendium that is more than its unsettling parts. Topics include some of Pat’s more well known
writings, including the trumped up trial of IRS protester Dick Simkanin, paperless comput-
er voting, the 16th Amendment fraud and the cover-up of the Sept. 11, 2001, attacks. 

To order Maybe the People Have The Answers, visit Pat’s web site at patshannan.com or
send $20 (includes S&H) in cash/check /MO to Oceana Management Co., #163-AFP, 6069
Old Canton Road, Jackson, MS 39211. If paying by credit card send to the Attn: Globalcom
Enterprises, #163, 6069 Old Canton Road, Jackson, MS 39211.

Did They Really Say That?
WRONG ON DU. “DU is more of a problem than we thought when it was developed.
But it was developed according to standards and was thought through very carefully. It
turned out, perhaps, to be wrong,” said Brent Scowcroft, the former national security
advisor to President George H.W. Bush, in a British documentary titled Riding the Storm,
which aired on ITN TV Ch. 4, in the United Kingdom on Jan. 3, 1996.

★ ★ ★
WHAT HAPPENED? On Sept. 11, 2004, The New York Times published an absurd edi-
torial to mark the three-year anniversary since the Sept. 11 attacks: “In the three years
since 9-11, we’ve begun to understand that it’s possible to know what happened with-
out knowing what happened.”

★ ★ ★
ISN’T IRONIC? It’s ironic that some Israeli "settlers," currently living on land taken
from poor Palestinians, are now fighting their forced evacuation. “Thirteen years ago, I
planted a stick, and it became a tree. Recently I built a tree house in it for the kids in
the family and the neighborhood. How can money pay for that? The beach is where I
learned to swim, where I nearly drowned. How can money ever pay for losing that?”
said Avi Farham, who has a house in Gaza and will be forced to move as part of a reset-
tlement plan proposed by Prime Minister Ariel Sharon.

★ ★ ★
PEACE TO IRAQ. A solution to bring stability to Iraq can only be brought about “by
negotiation, discussion, a political process, by elections and, at a given moment, by the
departure of international troops, notably the American ones,” said French Foreign
Minister Michel Barnier on Oct. 25.

$20!



in the Constitution and the principles
taught by Christ. "When the blind follow
the blind, both fall into the pit."

MALCOLM HUSTON
Vestal, New York

BORDER GUARDS
On Oct. 11, AFP reported on the so-

called Illegal Immigration Enforcement and
Social Security Protection Act (H.R. 511).
However, I smell a backdoor approach to a
national ID card, given the chicanery of
Washington.  I suggest that there is a better
way to protect our country from illegal
immigration. Simply position a U.S. soldier
in a guard tower every 500 yards along the
Mexican border. To cover the 1,950-mile
border would require about 6,800 towers,
which would be manned with three eight-
hour shifts. This would only require about
20,000 troops with another 20,000 in sup-
port positions.  

This plan would be much cheaper and
much more effective. Illegal immigration
would stop overnight. 

JOE NOVELLI
Chehalis, Washington

HISTORICAL PARALLEL
During the American Revolution,

Americans forces skillfully blended into the
forests and took a terrific toll on the rigid
British army.  Today, the scene in Iraq seems
to be the reverse. Insurgents there, as snipers
and street bombers, are attacking our GIs,
who are sitting ducks. 

JIM MCDONALD
West Seneca, New York
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AFP’s Letter of the Week
Immunization Program Questionable 

IN REGARD TO RECENT REPORTS in AFP’s
Whole Body Health insert about vaccinations, the
anthrax vaccination immunization program, spon-
sored by the federal government, suggests question-
able measures to protect people from infection. 

Allopathic vaccination for anthrax is possibly
the least effective, most expensive and most harm-
ful method of protection. In addition to the six
deaths attributed to this vaccine, subsequent dis-
eases will be manifested by as many as 85 percent
of vaccine recipients years after vaccination. This is
reprehensible and should be illegal. 

On the other hand, homeopathy offers 100 per-
cent protection when used correctly, is very cheap
to make and is harmless. Homeopathy strengthens the body’s defense system, as
opposed to a weakened constitution brought on by allopathic vaccination. 

There are many reliable sources for knowledgeable information about homeopa-
thy, such as the National Center for Homeopathy, 801 N. Fairfax Street, Suite 306,
Alexandria, VA 22314. 

The anthrax vaccination immunization program is corrupt in its intention and
invites investigation into a possible financial agenda at taxpayers’ expense. Consider
that the FDA has a history of supporting private interests and the pharmaceutical
giants rather than the best interests of the consumers. 

As the allopathic medical-industrial complex bankrupts our health system, there is
an urgent need to investigate our allopathic medical schools. They ignore homeopa-
thy over private financial interests. Shame on them.

ROBERT SHERZINGER, DHM
Torrance, California

A spoof web site, Enjoy the Draft, has created a series of bumperstickers, t-shirts and
flyers geared toward educating young Americans about the potential for an upcoming
draft. The above picture, which was altered from an original photograph of President
George W. Bush flanked by U.S. soldiers, has the heads of the Bush twins, Jenna and
Barbara, superimposed over the faces of the GIs. It’s called, “Spring Break Fallujah
2005.” Though the site is clearly biased toward Democrats, the obvious message is
that those leaders who start wars rarely send their own children to kill or be killed in
them. The question is, why hasn’t Bush, Vice President Dick Cheney, Sen. John Kerry
or any other Washington war hawk who supported attacking Iraq sent their own kids to
fight the bloody guerrilla resistance? Both Bush and Kerry advocate keeping U.S.
troops in Iraq and maintaining the current occupation. For more entertaining pictures
and commentary, visit the web site at www.enjoythedraft.com. 

ALL letters and comments are welcome. Letters
must be signed and have an address. Write: Letters
Editor, American Free Press, 645 Pennsylvania Avenue
SE, Suite 100, Washington, D.C. 20003. Email com-
ments directly to afpeditor@americanfreepress.net.

Ready for the Draft?

“be RIGHT and write in RITTENHOUSE”

America and Christianity are a system of self-government.
Islam is a religious system of submission to their tribal and/or

religious leaders. Islam and the Muslims do not have the capacity
and thus will never develop the ability of self-government.

"He that is unjust, let him be unjust still … and he 
that is righteous, let him be righteous still; and he

that is holy, let him be holy still" (Revelation 22:11).

Is it America’s duty to change the Islam/Muslim world?
There comes a time when the various peoples of the world 

(Folk) are to be left to their own devices (to do as they wish),
their ways and their beliefs.  It is my view that that time is here!!

To attempt to bring Eastern Islam into the world of
Western Christianity is an EXERCISE IN FUTILITY

that results in the death of many Americans.

A MUST buy, The Foundations of American Government,
an excellent video by David Barton – $25 – FREE shipping.

Rittenhouse4President
Box 2004

Warrenton, VA  20188
www.rittenhouse4president.com

"be RIGHT and write in RITTENHOUSE”

A DV E RT I S E M E N T
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